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Added To important Holdings Of Financial Institutions,
Inc.—No Change In Personnel

very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
1840. In 1874 the Courier was established and
consolidated with the Gazette In 1882. The
Another Rockland bank became
Free Press was established In 1855 and In
1881 changed its name to the Tribune. These affiliated with Financial Institutions.
papers consolidated March 17. 1897.

Sunday night a motor ca r struck and damaged a
J
hydrant at corner of Limerock St. and Broad

Inc., yesterday when a majority of
.«. the capital stock of the Security
True wisdom Is to know what Is best ••• Trust Company passed to the control
••• worth knowing, and to do what Is best
••s worth doing.—Humphreys.
«•> of that corporation.

way and drove away without ascertaining the
result.

... |^•••

H

A reward will be offered for information lead

GOLFING SEASON

ing to the identification of this motorist.

In announcing the completion of

this deal, which had become quite
common

knowledge the

past

few

Officially Opens Its 1930 Ac weeks, Homer E. Robinson, presi
dent of the Rockland National Bank,
tivities At the Rockland and spokesman for Financial Institu
tions. Inc., also confirmed the report
Country Club
of the purchase of the Georges Na
The first of the weekly golf tour tional Bank of Thomaston, which
naments opened the season at the appeared Jn this .paper several Issues
Country Club Saturday afternoon, 14 ago.
club members participating. The
The Security is the second Rock
course is not yet settled down to Its
land bank to become affiliated With
summer form and in particular the
the
greens are lacking in smoothness. Financial Institutions, Inc.,
These facts operated to enlarge the ltockland National Bank having
scores of some of the most reliable joined the group during the latter
of the players, who will be remem
part of 1929.
bered in the contests as standing
No changes Jn the operating policy
close to the top. With the natural
impi ovement of fairways and greens or personnel of the Security Trust
and the recovery of that natural Company are contemplated, accord
swing and touch which belongs to
ing to the new owners, except for
these local devotees of the game, golf
may be expected to be more popular the fact that iMaynard S. Bird Js
retiring from his position as chair
than ever In this summer of 1930.
I
Saturday’s match saw H. A. Buf- man of the board of directors. The
I fam and W. O. Fuller tied for first
bank will continue to function as a
position with net 75, Marcus Chandler
of Camden being runner-up with net separate institution, with all of its
present branches operated as in the
76. The scores:
H. A. Buffum.............................. .. 98—23—75 past.
W. O. Fuller „............................... ... 101—26—75
Financial Institutions, Inc., accord
Marcus Chandler ........................... 96—20—76
W. H. Rhodes ................................. 99—20—79 ing to its sponsors. Is the logical
H. >E. Robinson
..................... 89—10—79
A. W. Foss ..................................... 98—18—89 outgrowth in Maine of the new treqfl
H. A. Ross ........................ ............ 94-13- 81
E. C. Davis .................................... 104—20—84 in bank ownership and operation
A. C. McLoon .................................. 103—19—84 that has been developed throughout
E. K. Leighton ............................... 104—18—86
S. Perry ......................................... 106—20— 86 the country during the past few
E. R. Veazie ................................... 96—10—86
Jos. Brewster .................................. 109—22—87 years. It is owned by (Maine capital
A. C. Jones ...................................... 103—15—88 and operated by Maine men who have
WHEN LN BOSTON—Remember that you made remarkable records as bank
can buy coplea of The Courier-Gazelle witL
ing and investment specialists and
♦he home news at the Old South News Agen?:
Washington Rt.. next Old Rnuth Church
whose business, financial, and per
sonal interests are entirely within
the State of Maine.
Proponents of group banking. In
cluding some of the-country's leading
economists, believe that it offers
AT
distinct advantages, especially in
small communities. Among these
Spruce Head
advantages is the fact that each
institution has the backing of re
Community Hall
sources many times greater than Its
Every Thursday Night own, giving depositors added safet

Camden-Rockland Water Co.
‘‘OUR COUNTRY! In her intercourse with
foreign nations may she always be in the right;
but our country, right or wrong."
—Stephen Decatur.

Our Flag means Our Country, no matter where
it floats it represents the Best in the world—
whether it’s a shack in the woods or palace on
the drive—whether made of silk or cotton or
flannel it’s still the most beautiful thing ever
I
made by human hands and we instinctively
stand at attention (or we should) when our
vagrant eyes catch the fluttering colors of Our
Flag near a home—modest or magnificent it
always means the same thing—Our Country.

In the case of Financial Institu
tions, Inc., this means that each
affiliated bank is protected by com
bined resources of nearly $80,000,000.
The operating practice in group
banking is that of a holding com
pany which functions in an advisory
capacity, while leaving the actual
management of the bank in the hands
cf its local directorate. Thus, the
local contacts and knowledge of
conditions, so essential to success
ful management are maintained to
gether with the identity of the bank
as a separate institution.
Started a little more than :t year
ago with the Fidelity Trust Com
pany, Augusta Trust. Company and
First National Granite Bank as a
nucleus, Financial Institutions, Inc.,
now comprises IS Maino banks with
total resources of nearly t80.00h.000
and 38 banking offices in Maine towns
and cities.
The same progressive operating
policies that have made the Fidelity
Trust Company and Augusta Trust
Company the two outstanding bunk3
In Maine are being applied to the
other units of the group, according
to Financial Institutions, lnc„ offi
cials.
The principal officers of the Se
curity Trust Company are: Presi
dent, H. N. McDougall; vice presi-

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
JSMALLEY’S ORCH.
54-55 then57Ttf

For Memorial Day
Nice Bouquets made up for 75c
Fancy Baskets filled with Plants in
blossom for 65c
Tulips $1.00 per dozen
Pink and Blue Forget-Me-Nots in
blossom from 5 cents to 35 cents
each according to size
Nice Mixture of Pansy Plants
35c and 50c basket
No Delivery

Friends As
Executors

EDWIN A. DEAN
ROCKLAND

TEL. 671-J

63-lt

H. N. McDougall, President of the
Security Trust Co.

I-------- :---------------------------------------- —
dents, J. C. Perry. C. M. Kalloch, M.
R. Pillsbury and Earle Mqlntosh;
' treasurer. Elmer C. Davis; and in

addition to these members the
I directorate includes Adriel U. Bird,
i Hpnry 11 Bird. A. 'P. Blaisdell, Nelson
B. Cobb, Lu IW. Fickett. W. O. Fuller,
J. iW. Hupper, J. A. Jameson, G. A.
| Lawrence, Morris B. 'Perry, G. M.
Simmons, C. S. Staples, G. IW. Walker
and George B. Wood.

HELIOPORE
FLOORS
Are sometime* confused with mere floor coverings,

this, however, it a misconception of our products.
Our Floors, installed according to our specifications,

Friends may make satisfactory executors of wills.
Yet how can you know, if you name a friend or

nomical, of great beauty, and lend themselves free

relative as your executor, that he will be alive when
the time comes for him to serve?

Particulars gladly furnished by the undersigned

How do you know he will not be in poor health,

The one safe executor is the corporation, an insti

tution such as the Security Trust Co.

F. A. RICHARDSON
ROCKLAND, MAINE

MAINE HELIOPORE SERVICE CORPORATION
DAMARISCOTTA, MAINE

It will not die, fall ill, or become engrossed in its

personal affairs to the detriment of your estate.

, 7At 1h<? Sign of.;==
!North National BanR?

76 Years
Of Successful Banking

SECURITY TRUST CO.

bank is now completing 76 years of service,

the confidence

and good will of tho com

munities served.

Rockland
Union

Camden

Rockport

Vinalhaven
Warren

“Rockland, Me., March 20—In port,
to sail 21st or 22d, tug Perth Amboy,
with barges 701 and Rockport for
New York and Sch. George iB. Cluett
(Ex Giant King) for Gloucester.”
Thus runs the somewhat cryptic
message tucked away among the
ship news of the Boston Herald, a
portion of the paper passed lightly
over, or completely ignored, by all
except those who have dealings with
the sea. lYet ,the item was full of
meaning to those who comprehended
it; for it told that the good schooner
George B. Cluett, a recent gift to *the
Grenfell Mission from Mr. Cluett’s
son and daughters, was about to pro
ceed to Gloucester, where two Fair
banks & Morse Diesel engines were
to be installed as auxiliary to her sails,
thus assuring the Mission of a re
liable carrier for their supplies, and
one no longer dependent on wind
alone for motive power.
It was my good fortune to make
the trip up on her. in company with
her skipper, Captain Iversen, and
Donald Smith who was engineer on
the Maraval last summer.
It had been decided to tow. both
because it was cheaper than to ship
a crew and sail her up (due to the
kindness of the Bee Line Transporta

tion Company, which made a gift of
a goodly portion of the usual rate),
and because it would be better for
the new engines, which were being
carried on deck. This explanation is
due thei good old Cluett, which hith
erto has always carried on under her
own canvas and looked every sea in
the eye.
Indeed, when we cast off the lines
to the dock in Rockland early on the
frosty morning of March 22, and
turned her over to the harbor tug,
the Cluett seemed, for a moment, to
hang back as though protesting
against the indignity of being pulled
about by her nose. But she soon
submitted and let the tug place her
astern of the bafge Rockport, which,
with the barge 701 and the big ocean
tug Perth Amboy, was waiting for us
in the harbor.
The wind was northwest and keen,
and blew down off the hills with all
j the gusto of a Labrador winter
j breeze.
The snow covered Fox
t Islands seemed much nearer under
their'blanket of white than t they do
I in their summer green. The Camden
' hills stood out sharply in the cold,
I silvery light. It was easy to tell that
i winter was not yet over.
Down the wind from the Perth
j Amboy came the booming voice of
I her master: “Give her a good 100
’ fathoms of chain and hawser and

a

"Oxford Bear" signs have
been erected in various parts of
the. Second District in the in
terest of Donald B. Partridge,
that county’s candidate for the
Congressional nomination. Mo
toring homeward the other day
Senator Zelma M. Dwinal, the
Knox County candidate hap
pened to espy one of the signs
which had blown over at such
an angle as to be useless for
publicity purposes.
Stopping
his ear, Senator Dwinal stepped
to the roadside, righted the sign,
and drove the stake so as to
hold it firmly. And with this
courtesy extended to an oppo
nent in Mr. Dwinal's own ter
ritory the Camden man went on
about his business. And that’s
the kind of a man he is.

IN CAMDEN TODAY

In addition they are flexible, hard surfaced, eco

ly to any color blending.

or busily occupied with business interests of his own?

Here We See the New Grenfell Mission Schooner George B. Cluett, Whose Coastwise Trip Is So Graphically
Portrayed by Albert T. Gould

become part of the building and are practically in
destructible.

Very frequently they do.

GOING DOWN TO GLOUCESTER

By Albert T. Gould

DANCE

We have the Flag in either cotton or wool. In
every size from 3 ft. by 3 ft. up to 15 ft. by
20 ft.

Volume 85.................. Number 63

TWO KNOX COUNTY BANKS

The Courier-Gazette

A Reward

THREE CENTS A COPY

ALL BANKING FACILITIES
WE INVITE YOU TO OPEN A CHECKING OR

SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US

RESOURCES OVER $4,600,000.00

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

BOARD OF REGISTRATION

Notice Is hereby given that the Board of
Registration will be In session at their rooms,
Spring street, for the purpose of revising and
correcting the voting lists of the city. The
sessions will be held June 5, 6, 7, 9, 19
and 11, from 9 a. m. to 1 p. m. and from 3
p. m. to 5 p. m. and from 7 p. m. to 9 p. m.
As the last three days of said session are for
the purpose of verifying said lists and to com
plete and close up the records of tiie session,
no names will be added to or stricken from
said lists on said days.
Bv order of the Board of Registration.
HENRY M. de ROCHEMONT, Chairman.
62-64

(Continued on Page Eight)

TO ERECT RADIO TOWER
New York Corporation Buys Land In Cushing and Will
Have Important Commercial Station
For several weeks past two
strangers have been traversing the
southern end of Knox County in
tow of a well known Rockland real
estate agent. They viewed many
properties and asked many questions,
hut were discreetly silent as to the
object of their investigations.
Yesterday it developed that they
had bought Mrs. Mary Burton’s
property in Cushing, a deal which
includes 117 acres of land and the
farm buildings thereon.
The purchase was made in behalf
of a (New York Corporation which is
rated at $93,000,900, and which will

Legion Auxiliary Is Enter
WHY WHITE RUNS
taining the Second District
Reapportionment Meant Re
Representatives
Camden Legion Auxiliary is hostess
to Auxiliary members at the Second
District Council meeting in Camden
this afternoon. The Council meet
ings held at Lewiston and at Au
burn proved so helpful and enjoyable
that a large attendance is expected,
as Camden hospitality is well-known
ahd also because there are a great
many things of importance to dis
cuss—welfare work and results of
the poppy sales, the visit of the Na
tional president, Mrs. Donald Macrae
at a State meeting to be held in
Bangor June 24. the State conven
tion. Augusta. Aug. 26, 27, 28 and the
National convention in Boston in
October, which will be largely attend
ed by members of the Maine Aux
iliary. Mrs. Agnes Burisk, Auxiliary
president, is serving on several of
the committees in preparation for
this National convention and Mrs.
Anne F. Snow of Rockland is a mem
ber of the National music committee
which Is arranging some unusual
programs.
At the Camden meeting Mrs. Agnes
Bradley of Rumford, State vice presi
dent, will preside. She has arranged
an interesting program of speakers
and pertinent discussions.

mind your steering, for I’m going
through the Muscle Ridges.” Then,
with a sweep as solemn and stately
as the Grand March at a High School
graduation ball in the “Gay Nineties,”
the tug eind her tow circled to wind
ward and straightened out in line.
The procession was nearly half a
mile long, from the stem of the tug
to the stern of the Cluett. To an on
looker from the shore it must have
seemed a rather amusing sight, but
to the tug master there was nothing
funny about it.
After describing a wide arc around
Owl’s Head, we proceeded through
the narrow Muscle Ridge Channel
and succeeded in dealing all the
buoys, which was a pretty good job,
considering the way the wind (which
was then abeam) rushed at us and
tried to push us over on to the rocks.
There were no vessels out that
day that didn’t have to be out. The
fishermen were all hugging the fire
at home; but off Whitehead we came
up with a tug struggling with a light
barge and making bad weather of it.
At times it looked as though the
barge would take charge of the tug
and tow her down to leeward. We
watched her until we saw that she
had made a lee under the land and
was out of trouble.

begin at once the erection of a
powerfully equipped radio tower on
ihe |newly purchased property.
It Is said to be the company’s In
tention to expend about $300,000 on
the Cushing plant, which -will be
used for commercial purposes com
municating with all parts of the
world.
The representatives of the New
York corporation returned to that
city yesterday, but will be here
again in about two weeks.
The |real estate agent who has
ifigured in this Important deal is
Freeman S. Young.
in politics long enough to know
uncertainties. I will not relax
efforts. I appeal for aid from
those who are kindly disposed
ward me.”

its
my
all
to

tirement Or Seeking of
Seat in the Senate
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Congressman White, candidate for
the Republican nomination for United
States Senator said yesterday that
he was quite happy in hit* service in
the House and in the chairmanship
of the committee on merchant ma
rine. “Then came the reapportionment
plan and the certainty that Maine
would lose a representative, the
Second
District being probably
ground up between the First and the
Third. So I seemed certain to be the
victim. That would bring me face
to face in a contest with Congress
man Beedy if the second district was
combined with his district, or on the
third district in a fight with Con
gressman Nelson; it meant retire
ment or the Senate.
“And, then, also I had a natural
ambition to be promoted to the Sen
ate after my 14 years’ apprentice
ship in the House. For many years
Maine moved her men from the
House to the Senate and by this con
tinuity of service has maintained her
influence in Congress. I had hoped,
with a vacancy, that the old rule
would be followed, and that the citi
zens would regard my apprenticeship
as qualifying me.
“I supported the suffrage amend
ment. I have consistently support
ed it, and for a while during my Con
gressional service I was chairman
of the House committee on Woman
Suffrage. I am a dry In both prac
tice and principle.
“I am an optimist,, but I have been

If I had to live my life airaln I would have
made a rule to read some poetry and listen
to some music at least once a week,
loss of these tastes is a loss of happlneaa.—
Charles Darwin.
LILACS

Dame Margery has a lilac hush
Tiiat grows by her cottage door.
Ami there it lias blossomed its purple flush/
Full twenty-five years or more.
For she says, and a quiver goes over her lip,
“John planted it here, for me.
That morning before he sailed In the ship
That never came home from sea.”
To every boy and girl that goes
To school by the kind dame’s door.
She gives a bunch of the purple blows,
Till blossoming time is o'er.
She loves to have, and she loves to give.
And the good dame says, “You know
The way to keep, you’ll see. if you Jive
Next spring, Is to bestow."

Ma’am Allison lives across the street,
And her lilac trees grow high ;
But away she drives the little feet
■When they come her lilacs nigh;
“Dame Margery’s blooms will soon be gone.
She’s foolish, seems to me:
I'll not bo breaking my lilacs down
For every child,” says she.
I

\ 4

Spring came. Dame Margery's bush was full
Of wonderful, perfect bloom;
In royal purple beautiful,
And sweet witli Its fresh perfume.
Ma'am Allison’s tree had of blooms not one i
The last year’s seeds were there:
But in vain she watched till the May was gone
For purple blossoms fair.
Dame Margery said, “Ah! don’t you know
If last year’s blossoms stay.
The next year's buds will fail to grow
Till these are broken away?
For this year's lilacs cannot live
,
I
With seeds of last year's Rpring.”
Ma'am Allison learned that she must give
If she would have a thing.
-Mrs, Alary B. C Slade.
[Savs a contributor: "If you don’t break off
the lilac blossom hunches. If you leave them
to perfect the seeds, there will be no blossoms
uezt year.’’]
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RAMBLES AFIELD

Michaels-Stern Clothes

Every-Otlier-Day

THE SILK DRESS ROBBERY

"ON MY SET”

___________THREE-TIMES-AWEEK__________

Rockland. Me.. May 27. 1936.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle. who

on oath declared that he Is Pressman in the

office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of .May 21. 1930, there was
printed a total of 6320 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.

Thou shalt have no other gods be
fore me.—Ex. 20: 3.

We are glad to note that Cyrus
Blanchard of Wilton has been elected
president of the Maine Sons of
the American Revolution. ]n his
acknowledgment of the honor Mr.
Blanchard declares:
There never was a greater need
than at the present, to arouse and
maintain a spirit of patriotism among
the people of our land and to over
come, if possible, the sinister efforts
of those who would sow the s£eds of
dissolution in our country.
And he urges upon each member
of the order the wisdom of indi
vidual effort "to inculcate the spirit
of patriotism so nobly expressed by
that ancestry which made it possible
for him, to become a memla'r of the
S.A.R." Excellent advice. We hope
the new president may cast an observ
ant eye into Knox County, where
the spirit to which ho alludes needs
revivification in the ranks of the
local chapter.
This should be a
particularly apt moment for such a
gesture to lx? associated with the
coming dedication at Thomaston of
the memorial to one of the great
figures of the Revolutionary War.

The Literary Digest poll, which
during irecent weeks lias been given
newspaper publicity equal to a
national election, lias been completed
and filed its returns. The total fig
ures arrived at through much detail
show that there was registered in the
poll nearly two million ballots for
repeal of the prohibitory laws, a
niilllon and a half ballots for modifi
cation and a million and a half for
strict enforcement. A total of five
million ballots in a population of
125,00(1.000. The Digest has had a
lot of publicity’ out of its straw vot
ing. and countless writers have
enjoyed occasion through the news
papers to express their views, often
violently, upon tfie subject with
which the poll dealt. And the man
on the sidewalk is heard to remark:
"Well, what of it?”
If our opinion had been solicited—
which it wasn't—we should have
named Sir Alfred Noyes as poet
laureate to succeed Robert Bridges.
Two reasons would have influenced
tills selection. The character of Mr.
Noyes’ poetical output we regard as
quite abreast with that of John
Masefield, and we might there have
had to spin a coin; but In the fact
that Sir Alfred has frequently been
a guest here ,in jKnox County, and
for one entire summer occupied a
cottage on the Tenant’s Harbor
shore, we should find sufficient rea
son for giving to his candidacy
unqualified support. To be able to
associate the name of Tenant’s
Harbor with the Poet Laureate of
England would constitute an honor
not lightly to be regarded.

To what extent the writings of
William', J. Locke, who has just died
in England, are to endure is a mat
ter of opinion. .He was on entertain
ing and at times brilliant teller of
stories, with here and there out
standing characters and plot that
held the reader enthralled. He was
happy in his titles. We recall "The
Beloved Vagabond," p title that in a
flash fastened a grip upon us that
never has slipped. It will doubtless
stand as his greatest book, with some
of the others close to it ini points of
finished craftsmanship and ability
to entertain.
We have always
regarded the latter quality as a
book's chief reason for existence.
Newfoundland is a region of eonerable obscurity, even to those of
who in a taianner of speaking are
Ighbors to it. How many of our
iders can communicate definite
>ws with respect to this ocean•t body of land? We question if
e out of a score will pronounce fur
u its name in the manner that peu! native to the soil pronounce it.
it we perceive that the great Island
tes evidence of joining the ranks
modern progress, by the election
a woman to represent an electoral
strict, the first woman in its his•y to be thus honored.
'lie glass of orange juice at your
akfast plate is an agreeable feae of the matutinal ceremony, but
it is to enjoy the universality
ired of it by the California orange
wers, they will need to handle
ir market with a more lenient
id. WUien the prudent housewife
aced (by the orange at eighty cents
I one dollar the, dozen, with two
’em required for even a moderglass of juice, she will hesitate to
lip her table with what she
aids as a pleasing but not lmperas luxury.

This is good news that our Satur
day columns gave of the plentitude
of lobsters in these eastern waters—
the largest manifestation of this
popular shellfish in a period of
thirty years. Let us hope that those
adventurous, hardworking citizens.
,he lobstermen. reap a profitable

Here, There and Yonder,
Touching the Alluring
Things of Nature.
(Number Two)
I was away up in the wilds of New
Hampshire visiting a matter-of-fact
cousin and his still more matter-offact wife, it was late January; there
was no reading .matter in the house
and the nearest neighbor half a mile
away,
I awoke one morning to find a
beautiful white world buried six
inches deep in snow and the -sun
shining brightly overhead.
After
helping with the morning work in
the kitchen I donned hat and coat,
rubbers and mittens and tried hard
to slip out of doors unperceived, but
was unsuccessful and was halted
with the question. "Where in the
world are you going?"
‘Out.’ was my brief response.
"Out where?" came next.
Out to take a walk." I returned.
"Rut where?"
"Oh, up the road a piece.”
"But you don't know anybody.”
ll.v this time I was outside, heading
toward the road, with the voice be
hind me still insisting. "There isn't
anywhere to go. and you don't know
anybody up here, and I can t see what
you want to go out in all that snow
for.”
She stood there in the door till I
was too far away to hear her argu
ments. and I have no doubt she
watched my progress from tile win
dow as long as I remained in sigh’.
Not a team had passed that way and
I had the whole road and apparently
the wjiole world to myself. A cart
road through an open field led to
ward a little grove of trees and
underbrush and at its junction with
the main road I espied the tracks
of a squirrel. Up on the stone wall
down again, taking long leaps over
dead bushes, creepingtunder them—
What a jolly frolic that squirrel had
enjoyed that morning!

A little farther on a hazel nut shell !
on a rock drew my attention and ,
going closer 1 found the tiny crack .
of a wee mousie which had evident- j
ly eaten the kernel for his break
fast and gone on and on through the I
light snow, leaing not only his foot 1
prints but occasionally the imprint j
of his whole body when his weight
proved too much for the fluffy sno<
to uphold. A wind swept knoll with '
tufts of dead grass abound g ended
his journey and I have no doubt he
was snug in his winter home close by j
among the grass roots telling his
family what a wonderful feast he i
had just enjoyed.
Down toward the grove I found a I
place where the snow seemed some- '
what disturbed, and leading from |
this place was a trail which at first j
I could not make out. but scon the !
tracks became clearer and I felt |
quite sure I was following the trail '
of a partridge. I followed it until
I reached the grove and there it sud- i
denly stopped. I presume the bird
flew into a tree but I never could
understand how it got to the place
where it started from unless it spent
the night in the middle of that open
field with snow falling on it, for |
there was no sign of a track in any
direction except the one I followed. |
Do partridges ever fly long dis- I
lances in the open? If so it may ;
have flown from the grove late a’ I
night and becoming confused and
frightened was unable to return to
the shelter of the grove until morn
ing. All the partridges I have ever
seen flying simply fluttered from one
tree or bush to another, so it seemed
odd to imagine this bird flying
through the air and alighting where
I first started to trail it. It was. so
many years ago that I have forgotten
why I felt so sure it was a partridge
and not some other bird. Perhaps
1 caught a glimpse of it; perhaps I
picked up a feather or two. but ir
was surely a partridge.
a a a »

The Greatest

AT

Style Authority

LORD ROCHESTER

Sponsors

The Blu-Bel Suit

The best-dressed men in this
town know that the Blu-Bel is a

blue serge of extra fine quality—
a blue suit tailored by Michaels-

Stern of Rochester—in fashions
which meet the approval of the
critical eyes of Lord Rochester

himself.
Ybu can

buy a Blu-Bel Suit here foe

$33-$38
An Excellent Investment
in All ’ round Service

BLUE SUIT WEEK
MAY 26 TO MAY 31

BURPEE & LAMB

i

Twin
I4 Y

Turning the dial idly early
Sunday night I heard an an»
nouncer say: “Good evening, this
is the new Congress Square 1000
watt station . WCSH, presenting
a dedication pregram.” And so I
listened, with keen pleasure, too,
for in place of the ncisy and in
distinct WCSH which 1 have
known was reception clear as a
bell, and a very commendable
program, prefaced by the fine
address of Gov. Wm. Tudor Gar
diner. If the new transmitter
continues to work as well as it
did Sunday night there has been
added a very valuable asset to
New England broadcasting, com
parable to WEEI and WNAC.
Gov. Gardiner referred also to
that excellent Bangor station
WLBZ, with which I have only
one fault to find—it is not in
action frequently enough.
•*-■•••••
It is worth anybody’s while
Sunday nights to sit up until
10.15 and hear Will Rogers. Last
Sunday night his subject was
our Ncrth Haven summer neigh
bor, Dwight W. Morrow, and as
usual his biography was filled
with delightful humor.
The radio audience will be
taken on a musical tour of Hun
gary with Michael Rosenker, in
ternationally known concert-vio
linist and concert master of the
Libby Concert Orchestra, tonight
at 9 o’clock over WJZ and WBZ.
Works of Franz Liszt and Jo
hannes Brahms, two outstanding
Hungarian composers, will domi
nate the program.
Sir George Hubert Wilkins,
famed explorer, who was making
extensive explorations in the
South Polar regions about the
same time Byrd was preparing
for a dash to the Pole, will face
the microphone during the Mobiloil hour ever WEEI tomorrow
night at 8 30 and tell a story of
the Antarctic.

Municipal Court was crowded Sat Rockland 15 years and 'that never be
urday morning, when Roy Cook and fore had he locked bis ear while visit
Frank Ferguson, the alleged silk ing the trade until he heard of the
dress thieves, were brought in for | dress robbery in Portland a lew days
arraignment before Judge Miller. ago.
Alan L. Bird, appearing in behalf of
This time they were represented by
counsel. Carl F. Fellows of Augusta, the salesmen asked that they be
and a. plea of "not guilty" was en allowed to resume possession of the
tered in each instance. The State dresses, with the exception of one
was represented by County Attorney from each lot. to be used as evidence,
I.. R. Campbell, and an observant eye and this arrangement was finally
was kept on the proceedings by Capt. made, because all concerned recog
Joseph F. Young of the State High nized that it meant not only the loss
way Police, who gave the respondents of about *900 on goods that might
a grilling after they had been brought go out of style before the trial in
into Augusta, following their arrest upper court was over, but loss of time
near l.ewiston last Wednesday by at the height of the selling season.
Assuming that the respondents
State Patrolman Marks.
The State’s ease was every con would be belli for the grand jury of the
clusively presented, so much so that Superior Court Attorney Fellows
Judge Miller was led to remark upon asked for moderate bail, but the re
quest did not at all coincide with the
it in his summing up.
"It was as clean cut evidence as I views of Judge Miller.
have ever had." said His Honor, "and
"They may call me hard boiled."
if 1 were on the jury which tried these said he. "but the public must be pro
men I shobld not hesitate a moment tected." Paraphrasing Woodrow Wil
about convicting them."
son's famous statement that "the
John lainigan told the Court that country must be made safe for de
while standing in front of the Fuller- mocracy." Judge Miller declared Unit
lobb-Oavis store he saw two men lie intended to help make the State
lake stuff out of a car and walk up of Maine safe for men who conduct
Oak street, one of them carrying a business.
vrip and the other a bag. He gave
Bail was named in the sum of
the blatter no special thought until $5000. each, and at last accounts had
Levine [one of the two salesmen] not been secured. The men are in
looked into the car later and ex Knox County Jail.
claimed that he had been robbed.
Judge Miller is very outspoken of
Lanigan positively identified the re the manner in which Lieut. A. W.
spondents as the men he saw take Cushman broadcast the news of the
goods from the car and go up Oak sill^ dress robbery, and the quick re
street. Sharp cross examination by sults achieved.
Mr Fellows failed to shake his testi
mony.
Merton Sawyer of Rockland HighI lands also testified to seeing the two
I men go up Oak street, carrying a grip,'
md a bag. He thought they were
salesmen, but his attention was di■ected to them because lie thought
I ihey were hurrying pretty fast. He
likewise was very positive in his
i identification of the respondents

In connection w^th the broad
cast from WLBZ Saturday after
noon ef the famous “Stein Song”
it is interesting to note that
Lucien Thomas, formerly of
Rockland, now located in South
America, was a member of the
graduating class of 1905 from the
University of Maine, the year the
“Stein Seng" sprang into exist
ence through the co-ta1ents of
Adelbert Wells Sprague and Lin
coln Cclcord.

Fashioned by Lord Rochester

FISHER WON IT

Rockland Boxer Scores a
Knockout In a hast Battle
Miss Corbett, City Matron,
At Bath
Excepts To Remarks of
The local pugilist. Buil Fisher,
lacked another win onto his king list
Judge Miller
“ABUSED BABY CASE"

Rockland. May 2G.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
An item in your ,paper of the 24th
reads: “In municipal Court, Tuesday
afternoon Judge Miller severely re
buked the 'Sidewalk Jury.’ which
had been making criticism of the
manner in which he) had disposed of
the recent ‘abused baby case? He
expressed the* opinion that the
charges had been greatly exaggerat
ed and that his personal examination
of the infant failed to reveal any of
the evidence of brutality which had
been claimed.”,
I feel I cannot let the above re
mark go unchallenged as it touches
my veracity as complainant in the
case. There were four witnesses
under cath. a doctor. Red Cross
nurse, the landlady and myself. The
doctor testified to finding contusions
on the child’s body in several place
similar evidence was given by the
other witnesses. 1 was asked to
bring the baby into court. I hurried,
and found that the baby had just
awakened from a .flong nap and was
enjoying its bottle of milk. It was
sweet and clean, dressed in little
white wooly garments made by the
Charity Club.
The baby had been sleeping in the
sun and had a tinge of pink on it*
cheeks and when taken into court
was looking just as a jbaby should
look. Perhaps His (Honor expected to
see an emaciated baby, and perhaps
that is where the “no evidence” came
in. I partly stripped the baby, point
ed to visible marks on its head behind
the ears, on the jaw-bone and neck
and back. Were it a private bearing
I would have stripped the baby com
pletely and shown His Honor more
contusions, but in open court t could
not do so. IWhat I don’t understand
is: If there was no evidence, why the
conviction and sentence? If greatly
exaggerated, why were the witnesses
not toltl so in open court? I told the
I truth, the whole truth and nothing
' but the truth and 1 know the other
! witnesses did so too.
As far as •sidewalk jury” criticism
1 is concerned. I have found out in my
experience that “sidewalk jury-' is
very often another name for publicopinion, and public opinion in this
country cannot be winked at.
Helen Corbett. Ci^v Matron.

A bluejay saluted me with a raucyus nots as I left the grove and came
back to the main road, following the
still untravelled highway until I
reached the next house at the foot of
the hill, where I paused to enjoy
a view of the pond and some grand
old oaks and beeches, the latter still
retaining much of their foliage,
though it was dry and brown, the
oaks also having a tuft of dry crisp
leaves here and there among their
branches. When I turned to go hack
I glanced toward the house and there,
behind seven panes of glass, were
seven faces with seven pairs of eyes
gazing at me with apparent interest.
'When I got hack to mv cousin’s
house I spoke of this incident, where
upon she exclaimed,
•Why. of course they all looked
out! Anybody would, to see a wom
an all alone out in the snow, going
nowhere and then turning light
round and going hack again. They
thought it was some crazy woman,
and I don’t wonder!”
It was then that I tried to tell
her about the hazel nut and the cun
ning little tracks in the snow and
tried to have her enjoy with me those
beeches which we could see from the
window, but my eloquent appeal was
worse than wasted, for she saw noth
ing interesting in any- part of my
trip, and seemed to think that mo
ments spent in any way except hard
labor came under the head of wasted
time. And she wanted me to stay all
winter with her. for company!
Imagine it! She was a good woman,
but we had not a thought in com
mon. nor would we ever have, so at
the end of the week I gave her a
Broadcloth coats with capes, black
cordial goodbye (I use the word
“cordial”’ advisedly) and went my and blue, Misses sizes 14 ito 20. priced
way. rejoicing that God had given at $16.50. Fuller*Cob-b-Davis.—adv.
me eyes with which to see something
besides brooms and mops, dish cloths
and strainers, and rejoicing also that
my mind and heart were still suffi
ciently childish to love the little
denizens of field, and forest.
“Gas on my stomach was so bad it
Adella F. Yeazie.
nearly killed me. Mv druggist told
Rankin street. Rockland.
me about Ad’.erika The gas is gone
now and I feel fine?’—Mrs. A. Adamek’
harvest therefrom, and that other
Simple glycerin, buckthorn, saline,
section of the body politic, the citi etc., as mixed in Adlerika, helps GAS
zen of modest means, come to on stomach in 10 minutes!
Most
encounter the lobster upon his home remedies act on lower bowel only,
I but Adlerika acts on BOTH upper
table, from which as an article of
and lower bowel, removing poisonous
diet it has long been absent.
j waste you never knew was there.
Relieves constipation in two hours,
Borne of the best fun in life is a by i It will surprise you. C. II. Moor &
product of tlie day’s work
Co, Druggists,

NEARLY KILLED BY BAS
-DRUGGIST SAVES HER

FOR DECORATION DAY

Cook and Ferguson Held For November Grand Jury In
$5000 Each—Goods Returned

of victories Friday night when he
put away Kid Burke of Bath in the
fourth round of a very fast scrap.
The battle took place in Bath, and
the Times of that city thus describes
it:
“Bud Fisher of Rockland was re
turned a winner over Fighting Kid
Burke of London, Eng., and Bath, in
last night's Arcade Arena main bout
in the fourth round, w hen Burke was
counted out on one knee. An injury
to his right eye, which was burned
as the Englishman fell across the
ropes was responsible for his losing
via the technical K.O. route
“The fighting was fairly even with
Fisher having what edge there was up
until that moment. Burke stumbled
in the fourth his eye serdped one of
the ropes, causing the lid to turn up
and remain in that condition. As
Burke tried to adjust the lid with his
gloved hand. Referee Sutherland
counted him out.
"The
ltuckland scrapper, iwlio
spotted Burke eight or ten pounds,
lamb'd the hardest blows of the fray,
though. Burke scored on occasions
with a left jab that didn't do much
damage. The Englishman was dis
appointed over the outcome and ex
pressed his sorrow to a buneh of
fans after the'scrap that the injury
kept him from continuing.”
The statement of the Times that
Fisher outweighed his opponent is
quite at variance with the word
brought back by George \V. Bachelder the well known Rockland pro
moter. He says that Kid Burke was
much heavier than Fisher.

Lorrra is as quick, easy and a3
clean to use for vegetables as for
lawns and flowers and it gives big
ger, better vegetables and more of
them.
Lomais for lawns, flower and
vegetable gardens.

J. A. KARL

State Highway Patrolman John E.
Marks said he had been (notified by
the Augusta chief of police of the
robbery and that he had examined
several cars before he four. 1 the
Massachusetts Chevrolet oecup ?d by
the two respondents and the silk
dresses alleged to have been stolen
from Louis I. Levine and Paul Weiner,
the Boston salesmen.
Ferguson had the operator's license,
hut his name had been Fisher at the
time of the arrest. Witness had a
long talk with Ferguson (or Fisher) |
and testified that the man had ad
mitted taking the dresses from a car
in Rockland because he thought he
saw a chance to "make a piece of
money." Neither man owned the
car.
, ’
Levine, who had been across the
street at Cutler, CookjCo.'s was about
to step into his ear when he noticed
that the dresses had been removed.
"My God they're gone!" he exclaimed j
to his companion.
He told the Court that jie had !
identified the stolen goods at the
office of the State Highway Police.
He said the night before he and ’
Weiner had reached Rockland they
passed a Massachusetts Chevrolet
near Waldoboro, and their attention I
was attracted to it because it was
moving so slowly. Next morning on
the way to Hotel Rockland Levine
again saw this ear and it was mov- I
| ing so slowly that he “gave it the J
horn." ,
Paul Weiner identified tlie respon
dents as the men he saw at Hotel
Rockland.
The stolen dresses were the prop
erty of three Boston firms, King &
Seman. The Ideal Dressers. Inc. and
the Aronette Dress Co., and were not j
insured.
Levine said lie had been coming to .

ROCKLAND,

MAINE

TEL. 745-W

63-65

ROCKLAND

TEL. 318-W

,

Carnations, per dozen, $2.50

Snapdragons, per dozen, $2.50, $3.00
•
Feverfew, per bunch, $1.00
Artificial Wreaths and Sprays at Reduced Prices

Heliotrope

Geraniums

Fuchsias

Pansies

English Daisies and Seedlings

which may also be found at the

SILSBY GREENHOUSES
253 Camden Street

Rockland

, L________

63-64

The ladies of the allied orders of the
Grand Army w'ill serve dinner in the
G.A.R. Ihall Memorial 'Day to the
members of the G.A.R. and the Sons
of Union Veterans.

ALL NATION-WIDE STORES ARE “HOME OWNED
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- WEEK OF MAY Xfrth to May 31st
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SELOX

Large
Package

For
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□

IMS MARSHMALLOWS PIPES
Each ir
»3‘
Light, Fluffy, $mooth Texture
Easy to Cut—Easy to Cream

X Lb.

= Fill®

| Quality

Rich in Wholesome Nutrition
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ZA-HEX
PURE FRUIT JUICE Flavored

Syrup ri5“g5c

Pair

BROOKS BRAND
Tall No.
Oven Baked
2 Can

They’re
discussing

Our C&rs
i z

C

PEA BEANS
GOLD DUST

Large

8

Y.E. BEANS
WILLIAMS'

I® =

Pkg.

Root Beer Ext.

Pineapple

HOME USE

Large

Can

BOTTLE CAPS

Ivory Salt 9‘ I Bit

1929 Buick Sedan
1927 Essex Speedster
1928 Chevrolet Coupe
1927 Oldsmobile Coach
1926 Ford Touring
1928 Essex Sedan
1926 Studebaker Roadster
1927 Chrysler Coach
1928 Chevrolet Sedan
1928 Studebaker Coupe

Catsup

Large
Battle

J

Grots

Package X1‘

SNIDER'S
They are the talk of the town.
Such values! Such beauty! Such
mechanical perfection!
Worthy
of your inspection.

Bottle

SPLENDID BRAND

Sliced

BEARDSLEY'S

C =

-

DRIED BEEF

BUFFALO

Peanut Butter

l«Lb.

MATCHES

18

KELLOGG'S

ANGLO

Corned Beef

A
V

iC = DIAMOND

Barrel

1

|C =

AU Bran

Olives

19'

ABSCO BRAND

PLAIN or STUFFED

9

TOMATOES

Large
Can

j
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LUX
23‘
Large

7 <^'5^ Package

wK.

WHEAT ip

MILLER’S GARAGE
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27 RANKIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
TEL. 692-

TOU KNOW THE OWNER AT TOUR NATION WIDE STORE

M

|

I From his well-tilled farm in Rocki ville Ernest H. I’erry is supplying
j asparagus three weeks earlier that,
j last year, and it's mighty fine aspara.
i gus too.

SERVICE GROCERS

BROOKS BRAND
Tall No.
Oven Baked
X Can

MILLER’S GARAGE

|

Tulips, per dozen, $2.00
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HOURS
WEEK DAYS, 7 A. M. to 6 P. M.
SUNDAYS,
8 A.M. to 1P.M.

& CO.

"SILSBY'S"
399 MAIN STREET

I

LOMA
Today you apply LOMA—10 to
14 days Hence your lawn is beauty
bright; the grass a rich healthy
green. With no more labor on
your part than is cal'ed fcr by a
mowing or watering.

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
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Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

The Woman's Association of the
First Baptist Church will meet Wed
nesday at 3 o'clock in the vestry.

FIVE DOLLARS FOR A POPPY

MEMORIAL SUNDAY

Mr. and Mrs. Boland Seavey of
New York are guests of Mrs.
Seavey's parents Mr. and Mrs. Ray
mond Rohishaw, Columbia avenue.

Rockland Citizens Show Patriotism In Drive For Disabled
Vets—Mrs. Myra Watts Led Sales

Patriotic Bodies Attended
Universalist Church and
1 leard Timely Sermon

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

May 28—"Community Yacht Club bouseopens for season.
May 29—Knox County W. C. T. U. meets
at First Baptist Church, Rockland.
June 1-r-No-Aecldent drive begins at Thom
aston cement plant.
June 2—Monthly meeting of City Govern
ment.
V
June 3—Trial of Cruiser Houston on Rock*
land course.
’
June 3—Seventh annual campaign of the
Rockland Community Chest.
June 7—Knox Pomona Grange meets with
Ocean View Grange. Martinsville.
June 13-14—Convention of 41st District,
Lions International, at the Samoset.
June 14—Limerock Pomona Grange meets
with Pleasant River Grange, Yinalhaven.
June 23—Children’s (Playground opens.
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END OF THE MONTH
DRESS SALE

The Universalist Church was filled
to capacity Sunday morning at the
annual services in keeping with Me
morial Day. Representatives of the
various local patriotic organizations
were in attendance, including Grand
Army of the Republic, Edwin Libby
Under the will of Mis. Cassine G.
elief Corps, Spanish War Veterans
Wilson, died in New York last week,
and Auxiliary, Sons of Union Veter
6 LADIES’ EVENING GOWNS
G. Howard Wilson of Brooksville, her
ans and Auxiliary. Daughters of
son, receives $269,845, and the Castine
Barge 767 discharged coal at Perry’s Scientific Society is remembered with
6 MISSES’ EVENING GOWNS
Union Veterans, Winslow-Holbrook
wharf the last of the week.
Post American Legion and Auxiliary.
a gift of $15,000.
15 LADIES’ SILK PRINT DRESSES
A large delegation of Boy Scouts ac
companied by scout executive John
If you have a flag fly it next Fri
George Kaler Mayo, for many years
12 MISSES’ SILK PRINT DRESSES
W Thompson and scout masters was |
day. If you do not have one they’re a prominent Rockland business man,
also present.
obtainable.
died this morning at his home, 22
9 LADIES’ PLAIN CANTON DRESSES
The special music furnished by the
Masonic street, where funeral serv
Universalist Quartet included two
Kenneth Green, optometrist, opened ices will be held at 10 o'clock Friday
8 MISSES’ PLAIN CANTON DRESSES
anthems. “To Thee. Q Country’’
his (new offices at 4 Main street, forenoon. Obituary mention will ap
(Eiehberg) and “In Flanders Fields”
Camden, yesterday.
pear in Thursday's issue.
(Spence).
Rev. George H. Welch’s sermon in
Jere Sullivan is in receipt of a
The Rotary Club meets Thursday,
(addition to paying tribute to the j
this week, and will have the Grand letter from Theodore (Dode) Snow
up ailing of Memorial Day as general
telling of a recent tour of the Pacific
Mail' and telephone orders will l.e tilled
With the exception of the evening gowns
Army veterans as guests.
ly interpreted, that of remembering
coast in the course of which he met
as l'ar as possible from this stock. These
the
above
sale
of
dresses
are
all
new
those
who
have
made
the
supreme
Arthur W. Cook and Thomas Barker,
dresses arc subject to approval and pre
The now-you-see-ems, now-you- two former Rockland boys who now
(sacrifice to make our country sate,
vious sale.
models.
donts are again dark. Is it any won*
stressed
three
suggestions,
brought
reside on the Pacific Coast. Mr. Snow
der that motorists are bewildered? ' plants to visit his former -Rockland
home to us by these who have made
DRESS DEPARTMENT
the supreme sacrifice, whereby our’
home in the fail.
In Municipal
Court
Saturday
SECOND FLOOR
country may be continued safe—
George Niles was fined $1. and costs,
respect of law. reverence to the Flag
Miss Villa C. Burroughs who has
amounting in all to $9.54, for assault been .for nearly two years director
and to God. The points were 'strong
and battery on George F. Hart.
ly presented, the entire subject be
of religious education for the rural
4 ---ing handled in a masterly way. in I
Children of Knox County under the
FROM
THE
CRADLE
TO
GRAVE
Grand Army veterans will be guests
spite of the fact that the pastor was
supervision of the Ministerial Asso
of the Lions Club tomorrow noon.
suffering from a severe cold which
“J. A. T.” writes: “Now. what Ralph Arnold Arboretum, and to have them nent Improvement to our city. Let's
Norman W. Lermond, curator of ciation, has taken a position with the
nearly prevented him from keeping Ulmer Park needs, is a 'Japan quince conveniently spaced at the very peak start tills year.”
Knox Arboretum, will be the speaker. United Baptist Convention and will Community Chest Offers Assistance To Deserving Of All his engagement.
(like that on George Wood’s grounds) of the park, so as to form a red,
Election of officers will take place be located June 8 in Monroe, Waldo
There will lie a special meeting at
th^ very whitest flowered wild apple white and blue effect for .Memorial
County. Since Miss 'Burroughs' resig
June 18.
Sorts and Conditions—Drive Comes June 3
This is the last week of the Stan tree in the country, ami the bluest of Day of 1931. It will lie beautiful, 7 o'clock tomorrow night of Troop 9.
nation of the Knox County work in
___ I
ley tool chest contest which II. H. the Japan lilacs, like those at the practical, inexpensive, and a perma Boy Scouts, at the Baptist vestry.
The local W.C.T.V. held its regular March, she has been at her home in
Crie dt Co., and Crie Hardware Co
meeting Friday afternoon at the home Lynn.
Community Chest is one week off, vious years, but that is cheerfully have been running for the past three
of Mrs. Hope Brewster. Reports for
Every year sees a more months. Several contestants have
A motorist with small sense of coming June 3. The plans for the made.
the county convention were in order,
friendly spirit toward the Chest, en made large gains the past week, and
responsibility
struck
and
damaged
a
campaign
will
follow
the
general
showing that a large amount of work
gendered by its splendid, unselfish when it closes Saturday night there
hydrant on Broadway Sunday night
has been done during the past year
may be some surprises.
and drove away without reporting the lines of previous years and the goal work for the city’s social charities.
will again be $13,000 with the same
The participating members remain
accident.
This
is
‘
a
serious
offence
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Higgs had as
participants as* last year. The cam the same as last year. Red Cross,
APPLETON RIDGE
luncheon guests Sunday. Mr. and particularly in view of the fact that paign has been carefully organized
Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Home for
a
hydrant
out
of
commission
in
case
Mrs.| A. V. Elmore of Camden. Mrs.
with
sufficient
man
and
woman
Aged Women. Children’s Playground
Tlte senior class of A.H.S. and
Elmore’s sister Mrs. Effie Senius of fire is a menace. A resident heard power to comb the city in a single
and Civil War Memorial Association. their teachers were entertained at
the crash, but was not near enough
of Massachusetts, Mr. and Mrs. Wil
day.
The Chest finances the activities of dinner and the evening Thursday by
to get the offender's number. The
liam HartshoiAi and Mr. and Mrs.
This city is entirely converted to these several organizations and thus Mr. and Mrs. W. M. iNewbert at their
Water Co. crew was notified and the
K. B. Crie.
the Community Chest idea and there frees their executives for unhamp home. The table was prettily deco- ,
damage repaired.
i
is small doubt that this year, as last, ered attention to their work, and the rated with a large centerpiece of !
Golden Rod Chapter has been in
Voiture 1024, which is the local the workers will find a ready response officers of the (’best serve without flowers and gifts, each .tied with rib- '
vited to be guests of Naomi Chapter,
Forty and Eight society, is tonight on the part of all approached. It has pay. Rockland was the firsts New bon which led to a yery pretty place i
Tenant’s Harbor, June 6. All those
entertaining Lincoln and Penobscot be:n the pleasant experience of those England city to be progressive card, the class colors of pink and i
having transportation to offer as well
County voitures, the special occasion who have served through all six enough to handle its charities through green being carried throughout. The I
Sonic of these
Also a small lot of
as those desiring transportation, are
being a visit from "Snapper" Ingram campaigns of the past to find a a Community Chest and thus gain in dinner consisted of the many good
are worth 59c
fine voiles in the lot
asked to communicate with Edward
of California, who is chief of the steady increase in the cheerfulness efficiency and avoid bother, expense things of which Mrs. Newbert is so
Gonia as promptly as possibble.
_
Chemin de Fer. and Harry Audrey and goodwill which greets their and Wasted effort of repeated drives. capable of producing for such extra !
of Indiana, who fs corre»|>ondente calls. To be sure the householder June 3 is the day of this year’s drive, occasions, and each one did their full ;
Everett E. F. Libby formerly em
natlonale.
Grand Voiture officers may be faced with the necessity of be prepared to meet the canvasser share in lessening the amount, as 1
ployed by the Rockland & Rockport
only healthy, happy schoolgirls can j
front this Sta'te will also be present. making only the small pledge of pre with a smile.
Lime Corp, as safety engineer, now
do. The evening was passed with I
The Knox County members have pre
has accepted a similar position with
music and a general good time, and •
pared an interesting program.
Among those who read the recent
the Hartford Accident & Indemnity'
THOMASTON
all departed with at happy smile and
item in The Courier-Gazette stating i
Nut Caramels
Co., to be located in Manchester,’
many thanks to their host and hostess
The Memorial Day committee is in that funds were being raised for the
N. H.. where he will be joined by his
The annual flower and plant sale for the pleasant time, long to be re
need of 25 cars to carry Grand Army erection of a flag pole in Major Ralph
Molasses Nougatines
family later.
and Relief Corps members in the Me j Ulmer Park was Maurice A. Metcalf will be held in the Congregational membered by the girls as they go
Raspberry Hearts
morial Day parade. The use of the of Boston, a cousin of the deceased vestry on Thursday afternoon. May their different ways in life. Those
This week’s games in Knox-Lincoln
cars ds desired from 10 a. nt. to 12 ! who immediately notified the com- 29, beginning at 1 o’clock. There will present were Mr. and Mrs. John i
Frozen Pudding
League are: Wednesday. Rockland
also be cooked food and useful Schroeder. Miss Maude S. Fuller. Mr. I
Think of it! All heavy chocolate
at Newcastle. Yinalhaven at Thom noon, and volunteers will have the I mittee that he would be glad to con- articles for sale. The ladies in charge and Mrs. W. M. Newbert. Mrs. Eliza- j
satisfaction of knowing that they i tribute the cost of the flag-pole fully
Caramels
aston and Rockport at Camden:
coated sweets with rich wholesome
have aided in making the day a 1 equipped and set in cement, being are Mrs*Charles Shorey, flowers and belli Stanley. Misses Ruby Martz. ;
Saturday. Thomaston at Rockland.
plants;
Mrs.
Richard
Dunn,
cooked
Chrystal
Stanley.
Virginia
Davis.
Wintergreen Centers
ltleakant one for the Grand Army (glad, he said, to do it “in memory of
fillings . . . and you may make any
Lincoln at Camden and Rockport at
relks. Call the Chamber of Com Major Ulmer's family.” Commander food; Mrs. Frank Hathorn, useful Rbtli Moody, Clara Meservey and
v.l nalhaven. And out of that bouquet
choice you wish ... as they are sold
Peppermint Patties
articles. Tea. sandwiches and cake Easily n Philbrook.
ttje choicest posy will be the Rock merce if you are willing to proffer Albert M. Hastings of Ralph Ulmer will be served under the management
Several from this place attended
your
car.
in
bulk.
Maple
Creams
Camp,
immediately
wrote
to
Mr.
Met

land-Thomaston game at Community
the High School graduation Friday !
of Mrs. Walter Andrews.
calf, expressing the committee’s
Park next Saturday.
Peanut
Glace
evening
at
Searsmont.
Two
plays
will
be
presented
in
Four Waterville men—Pete Terio, gratification, and yesterday received
Mrs. Evelyn Pitman, Mrs. Eliza
the T.H.S. assembly hall on Tuesday
Raymond
Carey,
Pat
Carey
and
Chocolate
Nougatines
a <?heck for $150.’ Mr. Metcalf is evening. June 3. by pupils of Miss beth Stanley and Mrs. Hazle Perry
The salvage sale conducted under
the auspices of the Universalist Im Ernest Green—motored over to Knox treasurer of the Textile American, a Adelyn Bushnell, for the benefit of and son Norman were in Waldoboro
Fig
Jellies
provement Society at the former County Sunday with the Cushing journal of textile industries published the local troop of Girl Scouts.
and Rockland Friday.
Cocoanut Taffies
Burpee & Unlit store realized $200, clam flats as their objective. A monthly in Boston. The committee
Robert Perry and Chrystal Stan
smoked
herring
across
the
trail
wishes it stated that the sums al
which will he turned into the floor
Cherry Creams
ley
were
in
Camden
and
Rockland
BORN
fund.
Tlte committee in charge, caused them to make a detour, and at ready received from private sub BROWNE At Winchester. Mass. , May 22. hi Saturday.
South
Warren
bridge
at
sacred
hour
Chocolate Fudge
headed by Mrs. Lucia Burpee, worked
scription. and those to come, will be
Rev. and (Mrs. Benjamin P. Browne, a
daughter, Marcia Carroll.
untiringly to reach the coveted goal of 3 a m. they concluded that It would used in improving t'he lot.
Coffee Creams
TENANT’S HARBOR
GLEASON At Union, May 25, to Air. and l
of $200, and is very grateful to all be a fine thing to help themselves to
Airs. William Gleason, a son.
seme
of
the
contents
of
the
fish
house
Ginger Jellies
who assisted and made contributions.
IN BOSTON—Rememoer tnat you ANDERSON At Thomaston. May 26. to Mr
there located. All might have gone canWHEN
Do not forget the date of the dis
buy copies of The Courier-Gazette witb
and
Mrs.
William
Anderson,
a
son.
A clever bit of artistry is broad well if they had not been surprised the home news, at the Old South News Agency STILES—At Knox Hospital, Rockland. May trict meeting to be held in this place
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
Washington St . next Old South Church.
cast today by the Community Chest in the act by a man early on his way
26. to Mr. and Mrs. Henry H. Stiles of ' May 28. All members not already
| solicited please take pastry
in the form of a mimeograph letter; Ho the fishing grounds The alewife
Springfield, Yt.. a daughter.
The Odd Fellows and Rebekah Past
illustrated appropriately with refer quartet was taken into custody in
MARRIED
! Grand Association was held here last
ence to the participating organiza Waterville Sunday- by Lieut. Cush- !
_
MARKS-AYER-At Union, -May 21. William Wednesday.
Several from Round
tions. It I? a fine bit of propogar.Sa man, Inspector Flint and Deputy
Percy 'Marks of Bath and .Mabel Eleanor
Ludwick.
Yesterday
Judge
Miller
!
Pond,
Camden.
Waldoboro
and
Rock

of tlte right sort, showing how the
Ayer of Cnlofi.
land, were present.
Chest looks after the deserving from fined each offender $10 and costs, tlie
costs
being
$31.01
apiece.
This
is
the
Capt. and Mrs. Orris Holbrook and
DIED
the cradle to the grave. Chairman
record
price
forsmoked
alewdves
in
.MAYO At Rockland. May 17. George Kaler Miss Eva Torrey were in Rockland
Jesse Kenderdiiie and John W.
Mayo, aged 67 years. 10 months. 28 days. Saturday evening.
Knox
County,
and
will
probably
re

Thompson were the artists.
,
Funeral services at 22 Masonic street Fri- I
main so for all time.
Mrs. Dorcas Wagel and Mis. Mil
day at 10 a. in.
dred Slingsby are attending the grand |
CARTER- At Rockland. |May 26. Louise Y
Charles S. Hal!, one of Buckland's
The Grenfell schooner George B. !
widow of Charles iH Carter, taged 65 years. lodge in Portland this week. Mrs.
liest known traveling men. has taken
2 months. 9 days. Funeral Thursday at 2 Wagel being worthy matron and Mrs.
on the .Maine territory for the J. R. Cluett, which came to this port some ‘
o'clock (daylight).
weeks
ago,
lias
finished
Installing
Slingsby associate matron. They
I’oole. Co.. Boston brokers, and will
LERMOND At Humaroek. Mass.. May
Introdwe to jobbers and the trade her new engines at Gloucester and
Mrs. Susan A. Lermond of Waldoboro. will be in Portland Monday, Tues
will dock at Battery Wharf. Boston, j
Burial in Waldoboro.
day and Wednesday.
the I’eter I’an brand of salmon which
BACH ELDER—At Martinsville. May 25.
Mr. Troop and family have moved j
radio- listeners and all others hear so tomorrow to take on a full cargo of'
Martha
A.,
wife
of
Granville
Baehelder.
into the E. O. B. Studley house which ;
much about nowadays. Tlte salmon- provisions and supplies for the Gren
aged 57 years. 2 mouths. 25 days. Funeral
fell
hospitals
and
stations
in
North
|
are pocked in Alaska and have made
Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock (standard) they recently bought. Neighbors are !
from Martinsville church.
glad to see the house opened again
a great Hit wherever introduced. The Newfoundland and Labrador, includ
after being closed for several years, j
J. It. l'oole Co. is to spend millions ing materials fo-r the construction of j
CARD
OF
THANKS
Capt. and Mrs. Charles Holbrook |
in providing a countrywide market a Grenfell Mission School at Cart
We
wish
to
thank
friends,
neighbors,
and
wright. Labrador, and desks and other
for the product.
relatives who so thoughtfully lightened our are expected home to spend the holi
school equipment for a school Com- j
burdens during our recent bereavement : also day.
for the beautiful floral tributes and use of
Manfred Humphrey has returned ,
A vigorous defense of tlte chain mander MacMillan has built for the
automobiles.
store system was made .Monday Eskimo children at Nain LabHtdor.
Mrs. Ix’ona F. Reed. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph home from New York where he went i
Blaekington, 'Miss Muriel Reed, Master Averyl on a business trip.
before the Forty Club by H. R. Win- The expedition will sail for the North
Reed.
W. H. Rivers and William Watt |
chenbaugli. popular manager of the, early in June. 'Sir Wilfred Gren
Thomaston
are building a barn for John Me- I
Cloverdale store at the Brook. His, fell expects to make the trip in the
LOST Yellow gold ring with opal setting,
talk was entirely friendly and con Cluett, and she will have in her crew
between Broadwa) and McLain Building. MR/S Kenzie at Seal Harbor.
Miss Nora Clark has opened the
structive and lie took occasion to pay .several boys from Haverford Col
O. E. ROBINSON.il Railroad Ave. Tel 666-R.
61-63
MacKenzie cottage and is getting it ’
high compliment to his go-getter lege and elsewhere. Her master is
competitor across the way. His well Capt. Kenneth Iverson of Lunenberg,
ready for occupancy.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Smith and
known humor was not absent and lie and her engineer will lie Donald
(laughter Marion of Augusta were
drew numerous' laughs. David Daris Smith, who was on the MaraVal last
was initiated into membership. As year.
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
usual tlie G.A.B. delegation was (in
Charles Raw ley.
There was high jinx witlt a ven
hand for tlie .Memorial Day scssiort,
geance down Pleasant Beach way
headed by Col. F. iS. Philbrick.
20 % Discount This W eek Only
•
Saturday afternoon when Mrs. Har
Tlie young people returning from riet Hall Lufkin entertained her
the annual State convention of tlie school, tirade IV. McLain, at the
Y.P.C.U. held at Bangor lat week re Hall farm. The rollicking crew. 40
port a large attendance and enthusi- sfrong arrived by motorcade shortly
aptic gatherings. Among tlie speak after 9 o’clock and spent an ideal day
ers were Prof. Charles G. Cummings afield, ashore, awoods and aflats.
of the Bangor Theological Seminary The athletic field was a constant
and Rev. W. D. Veazie, State presi mecca and the whole rugged acreage
dent. A social feature was the danc suited the youngsters to perflction.
ing party and luncheon given for tlie Picnic lunch topped off with pop and
young people at Hersey's retreat, icc cream rounded out the day. Mrs.
F. L BROWN
Sandy Point, Saturday afternoon. Ltrfkin wasaccorded
numerous
BLUE CRANE Pure Silk Hosiery
cheers and more vigorous signs of
Tlie old officers were re-elected.
ELM STREET
THOMASTON
appreciation by the youngsters and
made of only one quality of thread
Broadcloth coats with capes, black genuine thanks by the many par
Proposed alterations require we move our stock
TEL. 37
silk—and that the best—is develop
and blue. .Misses sizes 14 to 20. priced ents who came down to see the fes
63-64
of Single and Double Barreled Guns. All new
at $16.50.
Fuller-Cobb-Davis.—adv. tivities. Cars were provided by Mr.
ed in a delightful variety df textures,
and of popular sizes and makes. We have
and Mrs. E. M. Lawrence. F. S.
shades and styles.
Rhodes. R. S. Sherman. Mrs. Rose
D. B. Hammerless that wold cost you as low as
Smith, W. H. Rhodes and N. B.
Why suffer tortures from Rheu
$12.00.
Cobb.
The
ice
cream
freezers,
jump

matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
Just the thing for summer days.
ing standards and general war gear
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
36 ft Cabin Power Boat. 8 ft. beam.
Noted for their durability and
>
Come
early
and
have
first
choice
3
ft.
draft.
4
cylinder.
4
cycle
engine
with
of
the
expedition
in
addition
to
sev

when
full equipment in first class condition.
eral rough riders who preferred
really astonishing wear.
17
ft
Yacht
Tender,
finished
in
bright
METHYL BALM
500 “Credits” extra with each Double Barreled
noise to style were transported in the
wood and varnished combings, deck and
interior,
slatted
seats.
4
cycle
double
big
truck
of
the
Rockland
Awning
Co.
will bring almost instant j-elief?
Gun

Commander Cates of WinslowHolbrook Post invites all World War
veterans, whether members of the
Post or not to join in the Memorial
Day parade.

Members of the American Legion
Auxiliary and their assisting com
mittees were on the streets bright and
early with large clusters of poppies
which steadily diminished and often
had to he replenished
the day wore
on. Comparatively few persons re
fused to buy. some assigning no
reason, and a few (happily a very
few) appearing not to he in sym
pathy with this method of raising
funds for the disabled veterans.
In the evening the American Legion
buddies took a hand in the sale, and
it is safe to say that nobody was left
unsolicited.
The daytime operations were under
tlie direction of Miss Pearl Borgerson,
who has always been an indefatigable
worker and a capable leader in such
undertakings. Her organization Sat
urday was made up thus:
Ward 1—Mrs. Myra Watts.
Ward 2—Mrs. Anne Snow.
Ward 3—Ruth Hanseom, Margaret
Pinkham, Gertrude Heal. Catherine
Black, Elizabeth Snow, Dorothy
Goodwin. Eleanor Tibbetts and Elzada North.
Ward 4—Barbara Blaisdell. Vir
ginia Richardson. Julia Mol way and
Martha Seavey.
Ward 5—Mary La wry.

Ward 6—Doris Blackman. Mary
Ginn. Katharine Snow, Velzora Look
and Luella Snow.
Ward 7—Mary Haskell, Marion An
derson and Lucy Quinn.
Main street and Tillson avenue*—
Mrs. Ida Dondis, Mrs. Myra Watts,
Mrs. Mary Chisholm, Mrs. Geneva
Upham, Mrs. Vera Whalen, Mrs.
Delta Day. Mrs. Alice Philbrook. Mrs.
Julia Huntley. Mrs. Corinne Edwards,
Miss Pearl Borgerson.
Swan's Island—Mrs. Isaac Stinson.
St. George—Almon Hall.
The legion men who worked were
Commander Louis Cates, Milton M.
Griffin, Alfred Chapman. Donald P.
Kelsey and Augustus Huntley.
A fish chowder dinner was served
under direction of Mrs. Annie Alden.
Mrs. Myra Watts was “high line,”
her poppy sale receipts amounting to
$81.42.
One poppy was sold for $5.
The total receipts were $522.10, but
subsequent sales will have brought
the amount to $550—a very gratify
ing result.
*
Mrs. Sarah Griffin, president, and
Miss Pearl Borgerson chairman, wish
to thank all those who sold the pop
pies and also the public who respond
ed so generously.

$9.50

THE

Fast Color Prints and

Fancy Lorraine Rayons
17 c

300 Pounds of Chocolates

40 Varieties—All FreshAll Wholesome

27c

WREATHS AND SPRAYS
FOR MEMORIAL DAY

Memorial'Way.
3xeur$ion&

V MONTON

DEPARTMENT
STORE
iRTI

W41
410-12 MAIN ST.

BOSTON
PORTLAND

ROCKLAND

Memorial Day Specials
Dresses Dresses Dresses

95c-S1.25-S1.98-S2.95

Blue Crane

SPECIAL SALE

SHOT GUNS

MEMORIAL DAY

Silk and Rayon

PURE SILK HOSIERY

Bouquets 75c
Tulips $1 dozen

BOATS FOR SALE

Johnston’s DrugStore
73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
75 cents
62tf

Etta Blackinton
Will do Repairing, Relining and Re
modeling, Ladies’ and Men’a Clothing,
at 49 FULTON ST. TEL. 960-J.

63-64

H. H. CRIE 6 CO.
HARDWARE
456 Main Street

Rockland

Come in and see these hose and be con
vinced of their
/*r appearance and
wearing qualities.

cylinder. Buffalo Motor. Carlyle Johnson
reverse gear, nearly new.
21 ft Sailing Dory, built by Graves of
Marblehead.
New spars, sails and rig
ging.
A good sailer, in first-class con

dition.

These boats may be seen at
Lincolnville Beach

RUSSELL P. AMES

s/00

Per
Pair

There are None Better
F, J. SIMONTON 00.

22E

A scientifically compounded ex
ternal application that should be
in every home. Sold only at

Page Four’’
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MRS. MANN TO SPEAK

All the Natural Fragrance

man
SALA

Her Two Addresses To Fea
ture Knox County WCTU
Convention Thursday

hojit

TEA
“Fresh from the Gardens”

In Packets and Individual Tea-Bags

801

Complete Bed Outfit!
MAIL IN
YOUR ORDER

nasi hbbsisiassifiasi! lass

■aamaii uatai

© Includes

$1

CoiL Spring
and Soft

Mattress

$

DELIVERS IT

A Marvelous Saving!
A very fortunate purchase of beds, springs and mat
tresses make it possible for us to offer three unusual
pieces at so low a price. A sturdy metal bed with
decorated panel, finished in walnut color. The coil
spring and the heavy cotton mattress are sure to give
perfect relaxation and comfort. $1.00 is all the ready
cash you will need. Pay as convenient.

Other Bed outfits complete as low as 16.50

Eastern
ROCKLAND

283 MAIN STREET

Mrs. Jeannette H. Mann, who will
speak at the Knox County W.C.T.U.
convention in the First Baptist
Church Thursday afternoon and eve
ning. has previously been heard by
ltockland audiences with much inter
est. She has been campaigning all
through the States, during the past
season and femes here with the very
latest news on the much discussed
questions of Prohibition and Enforce
ment. All who have heard Mrs; Mann
speak, will make a special effort to
hear her again and those who have
never had that privilege will cer
tainly want to hear her at this time.
The convention sessions, morning,
afternoon and evening, are all open,
and the public is Invited. The fol
lowing program is based on daylight
time:
1
Morning session—10,
devotions,
Mrs. Lizzie Burgess; 10.16, greeting
from local president, Mrs. Brewster:
response, Mrs. H. S. Kilborn; roll
call of officers and superintendents,
appointment of committees, minutes
of last convention, letter of greet
ing from State President, Mrs.
Quimby: Defeat or Victory, Knox
County president: report of corres
ponding secretary, treasurer, auditor
and county superintendents; 12,
nix»ntide prayer. Mrs. Helen Cavison.
Afternoon session—1, meeting of
the executive committee; 2, devotions,
Miss Alena Young; report of execu
tive meeting: memorial service, Rev.
Ruth E. Walsh; duet—My Task, Mrs,
Hughey and Mrs. Walsh; introduc
tion of guests, report of committee
on credentials, In the Good Old Days
of Camden. Mrs. Russell: 3.15. ad
dress. Mrs. Jeanette H. Mann; solo.
Mrs. Joyce; 3.45. program by R ckland school children, election of offi
cers. report of committee on resolu
tions, reading and approval of min
utes.
Evening session—7.30. song serv
ice. devotions. Rev. J. C. MacDonald;
| male quartet, address. Mrs. Jeanette
H. Mann; solo. Victory Mrs. Ruth E.
Walsh; benediction, Rev. A. A.
Walsh.
Dinner and supper will be served
at the church. All visiting delegates,
[are asked to take sweets (or pastries)
A gold medal speaking contest be
tween candidates from Lincoln and
Knox Counties is on the evening
program.
Those taking part are
Lawrence Crane, and Dorothy Spof
ford. Knox County; Edith Francis
Ringer and June G. Webber, Lin
coln County.

of California Chose

HUDSON’S
Hudson’s Great 8, with 100%
score overwhelmed all competi

tors in tests conducted by the
department of Highway Control

of the State of California.
z

Nearly all makes made bids. Of

these eight, ranging in price from

§1050 to 81500 were submitted
to tests in

Speed. Reliability,

Flexibility, (Aperating Ease, Steer

ing Action and Freedom from

Vibration, Shimmying and Over

heating. Hudson, one of tlie low

est in price, alone finished with
a perfect score.

Against these well-known, higher
priced cars, Hudson received the
highest praise from the experts
and were purchased for the High
way Control department
Special attention was directed to
Hudson’s “remarkable sustained
high speed” and “clean perform
ance.” The experts also reported
that at 60 miles an hoar it still
had a wallop for acceleration far
exceeding any ear tested.

Only by riding in or driving Hudson’s Great 8

You are

invited to take a trial car and test it for smoothness,

speed, acceleration, power, easy handling, comfort

and fiDnoray.

A telephone call will bring Hudson's

Great 8 to y our door.

®1050
for the COACH

Nine other models just as at
tractively priced. Wide range
of colors. All prices
Detroit, Factory.

f. o. b.

BLAISDELL AUTOMOBILE CO.
710 Main Street
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I HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
44-Nelther
1-Active
i 45-Conjunction
5-Approachea
46-An ornament hav
9-Groan
ing the semblance
11- Breezy
12- A supposition
of a rose
48- Greek letter N
14-Prickly plant
16- Exist
49- Part of face
50- Male descendants
17- Eagle
52- A mixture of flour
19-A Grecian mother
and water
20- 0 bat ruct
21- Shakespearean
53- Being in want
king
VERTICAL
23- Enemy
1- Spirit of air
24- Satiafy
(Myth.)
25- Bound
27-A small blood- suck- 2- Printer s measure
3- Steal
ing fly of Africa
4- Small mountain
29-Jump
lake
31- Looks
32- Planted In a bed, as 5- River in Africa
6- Before
shrubs
7- Ever
34-Masculine name
8- A cubic unit of
36- Beetles
metric measure
37- Knock
S9-The underground
10- Having a natural
luster when uncut,
part of a plant
as a gem
41- Narrow beam of
light
11- Mother Superior of
42- Thick cream soup
a convent

VERTICAL (Cont.)

13-Vex
15- Debate
16- Moderate
18-A place where nails
are made
20-A wood reed instru
ment
22- Grass stems
24-Guide
26-Father
23- Snake-like fish
30-Read
32- A male hog
33- Venture
I 35-M id-day
36-Fade
38-Fondles
1A.
4O-Surely
42- Posture
43- Famous Englisn
46- Decay
47- Point of compass
(abbr.)
49-Province of Canada
(abbr.)
51-Chemical symbol of
I

Tel. 896

^idwAXTAPSI

Music and Dancing on Board Steamers
(GOING AND RETURNING)

REDUCED ROUND-TRIP FARES
From

From
$8.20
7.50
7.05

Bangor

Belfast
Camden

Rockland
Bar Harbor
Brooklin

Going Dates and Return Limits
Excursion tickets are good going, May 27, 28, 29; good
returning, on steamers leaving Boston until
June 4, inclusive

Comfortable staterooms suitable for two persons, each way $2.50 and up
(A limited number of bedrooms)
For tickets and reservations apply Wharf Office

EASTERN
steamship
LINCOLN COUNTY LOST

Lincoln County decreased 530 in
population, primary figures of t'he
federal census revealed Saturday.
The completed tabulation snowed:
1930, 15,426; 1920, 15,976; farms 3871.
The result in Knox County awaits
the returns from Union and Cushing.

lines

VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
8TEAMB0AT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
. Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.30 ▲.
Stonington 6.25, North Haven 7.25, Vinal
haven 8.15, due to arrive at Rockland about
9.30.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. 3C.«
Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven 8.30, Ston
ington at 4.40; due to arrive at Swana Island
about 6.00 P.

M.,

H.

Company has turned down an offer of $50 cash a
share for its Common Stock, plus one share for each,
in new company now being formed.

$32 A SHARE
SUFFOLK SECURITIES COMPANY
80 Federal Street,

GENUINE printed in red.

DAY OFDATE ONLV

Mondays -Tuesdavs-W?dnesday$
Ticket Stations in state of Maine
and Conway Center to Bartlett Incl,

We offer a limited number of sares at

ROCKPORT

BARGAIN

COMMON STOCK

Stofk is listed but seldom* offered for sale

F. M. Robinson and Mr. and Mrs.
John Andrews were guests Sunday
of Mrs. Annie G. Webb, Searsmont.
Everett E. F. Libby left Sunday
for Manchester, N. H.. to assume his
new position as safety engineer of
the Hartford Accident and Indemnity

$6.85
10.65
9.50

Correspondingly reduced fares from all other landings

It is trying to buy $50,000 of its preferred or com
mon stock.
We suggest you write us for particulars regarding its
record and outlook. ‘

on every package and the word

Rockland, Maine

Here is an opportunity to take that trip you have been planning
to Boston at a special low round-trip fare. Four sailing dates from
Boston and extra return time limit from Maine ports until June 4.
Reservations should be made early.

Pittsburgh Steel Foundry

selenium

Knox County W.C.T.U. convention Co.
Crockett’s garage which was badly
will take place at the First Baptist
Church, Rockland, Thursday, exer damaged by five several weeks ago
has been thoroughly repaired and is
cises beginning at 10.30, daylight.
now equipped to give better service
than ever.
SOME LOITERINGS
Harbor Light Chapter, O.E.S., was
well represented at the regular meet
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
ing of Golden Rod Chapter, Rock
Oh. that I had the time like Boze land, Friday night, hav.ing been in
to saunter round, and then the gift to vited with Ivy Chapter of Warren
tell about the beauties newly found; as special guests. An enjoyable eve
ning is reported.
of just like Sister Veazie, make geld
Church Night will be observed at
from common clay, watching all the the Baptist vestry Thursday evening
common things seen along life's way. with supper at 6.30.
Mrs. Orra Burns and Mrs. Annie
I’ve just come in from out-of-doers
where I went to water my many Small left Monday morning for Port
plants, also my ‘'hen and chickens,” land to attend the annual session ot
which are not of the variety found Grand Chapter, O.E.S., May 26-28, as
on moat farms, but a plant, and I representatives of Harbor Light
wonder who can tell me the honest Chapter.
to goodness name of them. They
have flashy green leaves growing
like a rosette and from each rosette
radiates long roots with a rosette o4
leaves at the end. Hence the name.
I have heard it said that in England
and Ireland they sometimes cover an
entire cottage roof. At any rate they
are a curiosity.
My money plant is another thrifty
Whan You Buy Aspirin
looking plant. A friend told me that
money plants only grow well for
look for tha Nama
those who were prospering—an "Id
woman’s whim. White painted trilBAYER
liums, red trilliums, yellow dog vio
lets, wind flower, pink lady Blippers
It pays to be careful when you
and jack-in-the-pulpit are among the
buy
Aspirin. Genuine Bayer Aspirin
flowers now in bloom and have all
been brought by the school children. is safe as well as sure. These tablets
The white birch trees are beautiful,
with their drooping catkins so much are always reliable — they never
like tassels waving in the breeze; as
is also the wild pear or shad bush depress the heart.
with its dainty white petaled blos
Know what you are taking for
soms.
High and low blueberry
bushes all a-bloom and rhodora at its that pain, cold, headache or sore
best just now, a mass of lavender
pink, not a leaf to be seen on the throat. To identify genuine Bayer
bushes anywhere.
c. S. O.
N. C. C. No. 3. Aspirin look for the name BAYER

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Js the right side the wrong side
from which to drive a yoke of oxen?"
—Boston Globe.
Yes, it is, up this way. The right
side is the “Off” side and the “Left”
Side" is the “Nt” side. If you doubt
this, ask Uncle Eph.—Monadnock’
Breeze.
Yes, the left side is the right side
from which to use the goadstick.—
Biddeford Journal.
The Globe asks, “Is the right side
the wrong side from which to drive
a yoke of oxen?” Gee!—Lynn Item.
If the oxen are properly trained
they will make a turn to the left.
Cross-word puzzle-makers please
make note accordingly! They only
know “Gee" so far!
J. A. T.

Memorial Day Week-End
Excursion to Boston

132-tf

Solution to Previous Puzzlt.

“HAW BUCK” AND "GEE"

Vernon Watts has returned from
Massachusetts.
Mrs. Mansfield Robinson. Rev. and
Mrs. H. M. Purington, Mrs. Nelson
Moore, Mrs. Edward Seavey, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Wyliie, Maurice Wyliie and
Miss Evelyn Staples were among
those who attended the County TriDistrict convention at the Methodist
Church in Rockland Tuesday.
Mrs Edwin Emerson and daugh
ter Raychel have, re-opened their
summer home here.
J. S. McDonald has had the tele
phone installed, number 26-11.
The Alumni Association will hold
the annual banquet at the Rebekah
hall June 26 at 6.30, standard time.
Sorry to say, Warren High lost the
Saturday game with Bristol, score
12-11. Warren plays Waldoboro here,
this Tuesday afternoon.
II. M. Robinson is quite ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Calderwood
of Swan’s Island have been guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Starrett for a
few days.
Mr. and Mrs. C. II. Conant spent
the weekend in Appleton, guests of
Mrs. Conant’s parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Morse of
Friendship frequently pass a few
days at their summer place In Pleas
antville.
Dr. and Mrs. Forrest T. Bangs of
Boston arrived late Sunday afternoon
for a week’s stay with Mrs. K. J.
Overlook and other relatives in town.
John 1*. Therre has a new Ford ton
an da half truck, equipped for road
work.
The supper served at the Congrega
tional Church Thursday night for
the benefit of the senior class of War
ren High ^proved very successful.
The committee was Mrs. Samuel
Norwood, Mrs. Forrest Spear, Mrs.
I.aura Starrett, Mrs. Harlow Browne,
assisted by Miss Florence Packard.
Miss Marguerite Haskell, Miss Lillias
Kenniston, Miss Edna Post and Miss
Marion Oxton. The sum netted was
$16.
Members of the senior class
thank all for their hearty coopera
tion.
Knox County W.C.T.U. convention
will take place at th£ First Baptist
Church, Rockland, Thursday, exer
cises beginning at 10.30, daylight.

college

YOURSELF

Make Them* Proof* YuurneU.
He
Will Send a Car to Your Ooor
will you appreciate its delightful operation.

2

I

PROTECT

Its 100%
Perfect Score

WARREN

jcOURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

Charles Howe have been very il! with
measles.
UNION
The Good Will Circle will meet with
Members of Auxiliary and W.R.C.
and all others who wish to help are Mrs. Everett Storer at her home on
requested to meet at the Legion hall June 3.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Nichols of
Wednesday to assist in making me
Hope entertained ten guests from
morial wreaths.
Fifteen attended a very instructive Union last Thursday at a dinner
meeting of the Farm Bureau Thurs party, followed by an evening of
day at the Grange hall. The next bridge.
meeting will be an afternoon session
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Jones are the
June 12. subjects Home Nursing and proud parents of a baby girl, born
First Aid. with Miss Grace Law May 21.
rence as speaker. All are invited.
Revival services will begin May 30.
Mr. and Mrs. Wiilliam Gleason are with three sessions, 10.30, 2.30 and
receiving congratulations on the ar 7.46, standard time, and will continue
rival of a son, born May 25.
through to June 15, ever}- evening at
Ralph Young who has been ill Is now i 7.45, except Saturdays and June 6.
improved.
i A Memorial Day sermon will be
The children of Mr. and Mrs. I preached in the afternoon of May
130. Rev. Miss Mary E. Jones, the
pastor, will officiate throughout the
campaign, assisted by the Nazarene
pastors from Augusta, Bath and Gar
diner. Special music each service.
A friendly welcome is extended to all.

hy the State

Every-Other-Day

Boston, Mass.

REJUVENATOR
SYSTEM
Painless Treatment—Demonstra

CUeete 6ndy
Fridays
-Saturdays-Sundays
R-ETURN LIMIT TO
“FOLLOWING MONDAY

cA' Sale AtAll Ticket Stations or

HAKE CENTRAL SYSTEM

tfROt

preserver

"Keeps the Foot Well”
for Men and Women

Heel-to-Ball Fitting

DORMAN’S

tions at the Narragansett

440 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND)

20-tf

These machines restore circulation and improve
health condition. No sick person has good circula
tion.

COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR

LIVE

POULTRY

Will pay Highest Price

No lot too'large; none toe email

You Are Invited To Call

Call Warren, Me. 2-3

For Free Demonstration

C. W. McKellar
Warren, Me.

We treat infantile paralysis, arthritis, neuritis, all

or write, care ef

Reference: Any Poultry Raiser
111-tf

forms of so-called rheumatism, obesity, constipation

and troubles caused by the foot.

Gilchrest
Monumental Works
Main Street
Thomaeton, Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

The Guilford Foot Support

Telephone Connection

Gives Positive Relief
BURPEE
This support moves with every ligament and tissue
of the foot—on hardwood floors, cement or brick
walks or on rough ground.

When your heel comes

down this supports the oscalsis, when foot is down it

supports the cuneiforms, when the foot bends to fin

UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 thia firm haa
faithfully served the families
of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Tel. Day 450;
781-1
AMBULANCE 8ERVICE

ish the step it supports the metatarsus and phalanges.

BURPEE’S

There are twenty-six bones in the foot below the

ROCKLAND, ME.

ankle. The Guilford Automatic Foot Support works
in unison with every one of these bones.

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
35 Limerock St.

Give Comfort, Ease and Assistance At All Times

Rockland

Osteopathic Physician
By Appointment—Tel.

188

Graduate of American School
Osteopathy

GLOBE LAUNDRY
Portla..d, Main*
QUALITY WORK
PARCEL DELIVERY SERVICE

Walter Dorgan, TeL 106-R
0-70

Room 2, Narragansett Hotel,

Rockland

of

DR.LINWOOD T. ROGERS
Osteopathic Physician

57tf

400

MAIN ST, ROCKLAND

Telephones 1298; Residence SSS-M

I

Every-Otker-Day
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ONCE THOUGHT NO GOOD

MAKE

Page Five

ROCKLAND 9000

Lime Core Heaps In Rockport Have Suddenly Taken On It Can Be Done If All Who Were Not Enumerated Will
Value For Agricultural Lime
Follow Supervisor’s Request

Nervous, Weak,
No Appetite
“I am a factory worker. I got
so nervous I could not sleep at
night. I felt weak and had no
appetite. My mother recom
mended Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound and I
took two bottles. It helped me
very much and I recommend it
highly. I feel so much stronger,
have a better appetite and work
in the factory every day.”—
Dolores Winters, 842 Lawndale
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

Lydia E, Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound
I \<lia F

Pinkham Med

This is no Klondike tale and is not
apt to precipitate any rush for the
“diggln’s,” but it is a story of how
two (Rockport waste heaps have sud
denly been given a market value and
are furnishing unexpected employ
ment for five men and two trucks.
’S like this.
In years gone by every lime quarry
had its big quota of “poor rock,” and
every kiln was obliged to make
away with quantities of worthless
lime core.'
The piles pccumulated. ond the
lime manufacturers became so accus
tomed to the waste of material and
loss of time ’that ttfiey ceased .to
grumble about it.
Eventually the
heaps became grassed over, and
served as lasting monuments to what
seemed unavoidable waste.
Ito Is story has to do with the
abandoned lime core, two enormous
heaps of which are practically the
only heritage of the lime industry in
Rockport. One is located a few hun
dred feet north of the iron bridge
and the other is on the east side of
the harbor, its content being the
product of the old Eells kilns.
These heaps might have remained
undisturbed for, untold centuries
eventually {giving rise to as much
curiosity as the Pyramids of Egypt
or the shell heaps of Damariscotta.
But something happened, and that

something was the discovery that
lime is a valuable fertilizer for
farms.
Within a comparatively short time
the Rockland and Rockport Lime
Corporation, has been so flooded
with orders for agricultural lime that
its ordinary facilities were unable to
cope with the demand, and it was
decided to invade the core heaps,
this decision being reached after a
chemical analysis showed that the
abandoned lime retained the neces
sary qualities. All of the material
goes through the hydrate mill before
sent to the agricultural lime market.
The man who is emulating the ex
ample of the scientists who invaded
King Tut’s last resting place is for
mer State Senator Arthur B. Pack
ard of Rockport. He has had a crew
at work since last fall and while
they have not unearthed any crown
jewels they did uncover an old loco
motive which was sacrificed to the
junk heap years ago when Rock
port’s Limerock Railroad went out
of commission.
The Packard expedition has been
denuding the East Side core heap
to the extept of sometimes 50 tons a
day. but it has hardly made a dent in
the resources, and it is estimated
that the two heaps could withstand
a isimilar attack Ifor five or six years
years without being completely
effaced.

STRAND THEATRE

head-hunters, is struck by a poison
ous snake and almost instantly killed.
A Malay servant, in a canoe with
several white men 'is pricked by a
dart from a blowpipe of a savage
concealed in the forest, and rather
than endure the agony of the last
hour of life remaining to 'him, con
signs himself to the slimy waters of
the sluggish stream. A second Malay
and a White man spring overboard to
assist the boat over a shallow spot,
and are drawn beneath the surface
by the voracious quicksands.
And always the party draws nearer
to the cannibal village where a beau
tiful white girl is about to be sac
rificed. With this tragic situation the
story of “Isle 'of Escape” approaches
its climax, which is literally hairraising in its dramatic intensity.
Supporting Monte Blue are Myrna
Loy, Betty Compson and Noah Beery.
Howard Bretherton directed.—adv.

Co.. L>nn, Mass

RE JEF FROM CURSE
OF CONSTIPATION
A Battle Creek physician says,
“Consitipation is responsible for more
misery .than any other cause."
But immediate relief haa been
found. A tablet called Rexall Order
lies has been discovered. This tablet
attracts water from the system into
the lazy, dry, evacuating tjowel called
the colon. The water loosens the dry
food waste and causes a gentle,
thorough, natural movement without
forming a habit or ever increasing the
dose.
Stop suffering from constipation.
Chew a Rexall Orderlie at night.
Next day bright. Get 24 for 23c to
day at the nearest Rexall Drug Store,
Charles AV. Sheldon.

On Wednesday and Thursday Vilma iBanky will make her first fulllength talking screen appearance at
Strand Theatre in “A Lady To Love."
The services of the Hungarian star
were secured because of the fact that
she was eminently suited to the.role
of Lena; the waitress who married a
50 year old Italian because she want
ed a home and then regretted it when
she fell in love with her husband'd
young and good looking Irish assist
ant.
A unique feature of the picture is
that its cast, which on the screen is
for the majority members, repre
sented as being Italian. Is in reality
one of the most cosmopolitan ever
gathered together for one production.
Miss Banky is Hungarian: Seastrom
is Swedish: Edward G. Robinson, who
If you like people, you'll generally
has the role of the Italian Tony, was
born in Bucharest. Roumania: George find they like you.
Davis is a native of Belgium; Gum
Chin, the comic cook, first saw light
of day in Canton, China; Harry Bucquet, assistant director, is an English
man; Robert Ames. Lloyd Ingraham
e Seminary and
Richard Carle and Anderson Lawler
Junior College *
are Americans. The only real Italian
FOR YOUNG WOMEN
in the entire cast is Armetta.—adv.
TboSOUGH TSAININO for

//^stbrook.

When the fish bite so do the Mos
quitoes, Black Flies and Minges.
Always have a package of Zippo on
hand.
Zippo comes in liquid and paste,
PARK THEATRE
and is an ideal Woodsman and Fish
erman’s comfort.
Hidden dangers in the dense jungles
Zippo should be in every home as
of the South Sea Islands are graphic
it is a wonderful insecticide.
ally shown in "hit Of Escape." whiefi
Price 35c
is coming to Park Theatre WednesAll Druggists

day and Thursday with Monte Blue
in the starring role.
A white man, fleeing from savage

Priest Drug Co.
BANGOR, MAINE

TODAY,

FOR

college and for life. General
preparatory course and two
years college work with op
portunities for individual
talents. Music, art, dramat
ics, home economics, sten
ographic courses. Small
classes. Protective home
supervision. Gymnasium and
outdoor sports. 100th year
Rate $1000. Catalog.
Agnes M. Safford, PHa.
Box T
Portland, Maine

AS

YEARS
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BUICK
TO THIS BASIC

SERVICE
POLICY. .
"Satisfy the customer." This has been the service policy of the Buick
Motor Company throughout the twenty-seven years of its history.
And so faithfully has Buick followed this policy that today the familiar
emblem of Authorized Buick Service means prompt, efficient ond
courteous maintenance to more than 1,500,000 Buick owners. Buick
has twice as many owners as any other company selling cars
priced above $1200.
Here are a few of the many important points of Buick’s Service Policyi
More thon 4,000 factory-supervised Service Stations assure
all Buick owners the same fine standard of skilled Buick service.
A written Warranty, covering the first 4,000 miles or the first
90 days of ownership, whichever shall accrue first, guarantees
every new Buick car to be free from defects in material or
workmanship.
Should parts or workmanship prove defective at any time during
the Warranty period) Buick dealers will supply the parts and
perform the necessary labor free of charge.
In addition to careful pre-delivery tests, the Buick owner receives
two major inspections without cost—one after 500 miles and
another after 1500 miles of driving. These include a thorough
road test of all elements of performance.
The "Tourist" and "Change of Residence" clauses permit the Buick
owner to change his residence as frequently as he desires or
to tour any part of the U. S. or Canada and still receive the
full Warranty benefits from the nearest authorized Buick dealer,
ALL BUICK dealers fulfill these provisions of BUICK’S service policy.
All dedicate themselves to the task of serving promptly, efficiently
and courteously.

Tha complete facts regarding Buick
service, including Buick’s new Owner
Touring and Change of Residence privi
leges, may now be had in a brief,compact
booklet, "Buick Owner Service Policy."

Buick would like everyone who owns**
or expects to own —a Buick car to be
thoroughly acquainted with the liberal
provisions of this Policy.
You may obtain a copy of this interesting
booklet from the nearest Buick dealer, or
by writing direct to Buick Motor Company,
Flint, Michigan.

BUICK

MOTOR

COMPANY,

MICHIGAN

FLINT,

Division of General Motors
Builders of
Canadian Factories
McLaughrin Buick, Othawa, Ont.
Corporation
Baick and Marqu.lt. Motor Can

Rockland

LEWISTON
WATERVILLE
BRUNSWICK

WHEN

BETTER

AUTOMOBILES

BRANCHES AT
ROCKLAND
FARMINGTON
PORTLAND

ARE

BUILT

FRED R. WALTON, Supervisor Census
Auburn, Maine
On April 1, 1930, I \qas living at address given below, but to the
best of my knowledge I ijave not been enumerated, either there or
anywhere else.
Name ................ ................................ . .......................................................................

Street and Number ................................................................................................
City ......................................................... .....................................................................

WALDOBORO

PLYMOli

VINALHAVEN

AND

DE SOTO

easoned '-smart

Studebaker. Eight
costs

AUGUSTA
BATH
DOVER-FOXCROFT

Wll L

BUILP

1

Dictator Eight Club Sedan » • $1195
Dictator Eight 4-Door Sedan » $1295

Commander Eight 4-Door Sedan $1515
President Eight 4-Door Sedan • $1795

Studebaker also offers champion sixes from $895 to $1575. Prices at the factory

ROCKLAND GARAGE COMPANY
BURGESS

THEM

S448.33

a

Knox County W.C.T.U. convention
will take place at the First Baptist
Churdh, Rotkland, Thursday, exer
cises beginning at 10.30, daylight.

TeL 238

BUICK

AMD\ V ■», F.O.B.
FAfTORl
\
I

Moses Webster Lodge will confer
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll ,T. Cooney ot the Master Mason degree on candi
Brooklyn, who have been at their dates Tuesday night.
summer home here, have returned.
Regular meeting of Ocean Bound
Rev. G. W. Collins of the Baptist Rebekah Lodge will be held tonight.
Church preached the Memorial ser Members please take box lunch.
It was a great game between Rock
mon Sunday morning to veterans of
the Civil and (World Wars. Mr. Col land High and Vinalhaven High at
lins will also give the address Friday the School street grounds Saturday
afternoon. Score 3 to 2 in favor of
at 2 o’clock in the Baptist Church.
John .Dvorak passed the weekend our home team.
NEW PLYMOUTH 4-DOOK SEDAN, 3-WINDOW, $625
Mr. and Mrs. Tappan Sargent will
at home from Bowdoin College.
occupy Mr. and Mrs. Walter Tolman’s
Through error, the nflme of Miss house in Carver street during the
Frances Simmons, who sang at the summer months.
NEW SPEED ... NEW POWER ... SMARTER ... LARGEST, FINEST
Baptist reception was not given.
High ’School graduation will take
Miss Simmons has a soprano voice place June 12 at Memorial hall.
CARS IN THE LOWEST-PRICED FIELD .. . SAFETY-STEEL BODIES
of unusual power and beauty and is
At Che bridge party Wednesday
ueh in demand at the many local night at the G.A.R. rooms the first
affairs, at which she so willingly lady’s prize went to Mrs. Lora Hardi
I In the new, finer Plymouth
full-size car in the lowest-priced field.
gives assistance.
son; second to Mrs. Charles Chilles;
Chrysler Motors’ scientific
There’s beauty in its upholstery, good
Mrs. Lillian M. Reed and Miss Jack Phillips received first prize for
I engineering and precision
taste
in its interior appointments and
Bessie Reed have been guests of men; Frank Grimes, second.
rPhitnPufh
Mrs. E. R. Hunnewell in North
I craftsmanship have created the
Mrs. Inez Conant entertained at
a new sturdiness, safety anil quiet in
Anson.
,
bridge Saturday evening in honor of
most remarkable motor car in the
its Safety-Steel body.
Mrs. Laura Whitcomb Swett is her cousin, Miss Carrie Pendleton of
lowest-priced field.
See it today. Ask for a demonstration.
caring for Gardiner Burnes who is ill. Brookline, Mass. Honors went to
H. T. Hardy of Everett, Mass., is Mrs. H. AV. Fifield and Mrs. A. U.
With its new, larger high-compresAs you look and as you drive, keep
the guest of his sister Mrs. Jennie Patterson.
sion engine, the new, finer Plymouth
reminding yourself that this amazingly
All members of patriotic orders are
Llnscott.
requested to meet at G.A.R. rooms
outperforms
all
other
cars
of
this
price
big
and fine automobile with its phe
Mrs. Crystal Cunningham of I’nlon
Wednesday and Thursday afternoons
group. This performance is delivered
is caring for Mrs. Eugenia M. Waltz
nomenal
performance and quality is one
who recently met with a severe acci to make wreaths for Memorial Dav
with fhe smoothness of cars of higher
of the lowest-priced ears in the world!
Mildred Robinson returned Friday
dent.
from Newport News, Va.
price—with economy of operation and
Mrs. Leroy Gross has returned
PRICES
Mrs. John Moore is spending a few
maintenance unsurpassed.
from Fredericktown, N. B.
days in Stonington.
4-door Sedan, 3-window, $625; Coupe,
The local fire department was
A son, Robert William, was oorr.
Brakes are hydraulic—weatherproof,
$590; Roadster (rumble scat), $610; Coupe
called Saturday afternoon to a fire May 14 to Mr. and Mrs. William
internal,
and safe beyond comparison.
(rumble seat), $625; l ouring, $625; Con
tjpat partially destroyed the dwell Fr iser (Thelma Mullen), of Philadel
The new, finer Plymouth is the only
ing house of Roswell Winchenbach at phia, Pa..
vertible Coupe, $605. .Illfirimf.o.b. factory.
South Waldoboro.
Frances Macintosh was home from
Mrs. Burton Hilton is at State Rockland over Sunday.
SOLD BY CHRYSLER, DODGE 63ROTHEStS
Street Hospital, Portland, for sur
....
gical treatment.
Senior Class Entertain
Funeral services were held in the
DEALERS EVERYWHERE
A minstrel show of unusual interest
Congregational Church
Thursday
was presented Friday night by the
afternoon for the late Mrs. Susan
A. Lermond, a lifelong resident of senior class, V.H.S., at Memorial hall. Sweethearts, Martha Beckman; solo I cook, Annice Gross; Miss Jane Brain
It drew a capacity house. The rise j
CLARRY HILL
Waldoboro, who died at the home of
dance, Rita Greenlaw; duet, If You erd, Horace’s aunt, Allegra Anderof the curtain disclosed the class
her cousin W. L. Healey jn HumaWere the Only Girl in the World and J son.
and other pupils of the school,
Mr. and Mrs. Justus Colby of
The pianist for* t’he evening was
rock. Mass. Rev. Alexander Stewart
I Were the Only Boy, Celeste Carver
of the Methodist Church officiated gowned in white, with the end girls’ and Kenneth Hatch; end girls, song Mrs. Ola Carver Ames; directors, Brockton, Mass., were the guests of
and interment was made In the gowns of black and white in strik and dance; closing chorus, I’m Fol Cora Peterson and Blanche Kit bis mother Mrs. A. K. Jackson re
ing contrast. Leslie II. Dyer was in
cently.
Goshen cemetery.
lowing You. Pagan Love Song, Paint tredge. A dance followed the show
Miss A. M. Ross of Union visited
A picture of the editorial staff of the terlocutor, announcing the program ing the Clouds With Sunshine, Stein wiih music by the Fakers. A good
friend^ hero last week.
W.H.S. publication, the Medomak in his characteristic manner. Mem Song.
sum was realized.
bers
of
the
class
acting
as
end
girls
Breeze, was featured in the Portland
W. J. Smith and Walter iFpyler saw
Those taking part were B?rtha Nel
Sunday Telegram.
The
second were Lena Gilchrist, Lillie Anderson. son, Mnry Nelson, Mad ine Arey,
The trustees of the Union Church a very large hull and cow moose last
Dorothy
Polk,
Annice
Gross.
Ruby
edition of this magazine had gone to
Bnna Vinal, Walter'Lyford. Malcolm Society are very grateful to the gen Saturday night.
press, and the editorial board may MCHennan. Celeste Carver and with Hopkins, Kenneth Amiro, Aubrey erous friends who made it possible to
Mrs. Marion Smith and son Arthur
their
snappy
Jokes,
songs
and
dances
Justly feel proud of its appearance
I added much to the evening's perform- Ames, Ellen Georgeson, Helen Erick wipe out the existing deficit. They are spending a few weeks with
and contents. The officers are Ben
feel that special mention should be their mother Mrs. Gussie Ross.
i ance. The chorus did excellent work, son, Mildred Smith. Katherine Cot
jamin Gross, editor in chief; Evelyn
made of Pleasant Valley Grange*,
Glenwood Ross of Whitinsville,
singing popular up to date sings, ter, Miona Loyde, Martha Heckman,
Winchenbaugh, senior class editor;
Oora Wadsworth. Dorothy Cobb, Bes" which donated $20 the unknown Mies, who was called here by the
i
Celeste
Carver,
in
her
first
appearj
Lowell Wallace, business manager; ance as a soloist, gave the audience I sie Middleton, Ruth Wahlman, George friend who sent 10 and the Sunday deat i of bis father, the late C. F.
Dorothy Lovejoy, assistant business
School which contributed $7.50 as a Ross, returned to his home last
a pleasant surprise when her sweet I Swears, Kenneth Hatch, Richard
Thursday.
manager; Muriel Coffin, exchange
whole.
Clifford,
Wendell
Coombs.
Fred
young voice was heard in the song
A. K. Jackson (made a business trip
editor; Gertrude Burnes and Dorothy "AU That I Ask Is Sympathy.” j Swanson. Celeste Carver, Ruby Mcto Portland last Saturday.
Stevens, joke editors; Elsie Maun
Hennan.
Annice
Gross,
Lena
Gil

Strong features of the show were
Mr. pnd Mrs. Leroy Smith and
der, literary editor; Beulah Day and
duets by Malcolm Hopkins and Wen christ, Dorothy Polk and Lilly An- 1
daughter Phyllis of Versailles. Conn.,
C. Giles alumni editors; Hollis Dusdell Coombs. Celeste Carver and derson. Between acts Martha Beck
anguests of Mrs. Sarah Jameson.
wald, art editor; Oriana Barter, art Kenneth -Hatch. The trombone solo man sang Beside An Open Fireplace.
Winifred Whitney who spent the
editor-in-chief; Jane Rider, sopho by George Swears was finely rend Hobo act by Kenneth Hatch and
winter with her niece Mrs. W. L.
more editor; Helen Vannah. freshman
ered and Martha Beckman sang in George Swear*.
Stevens in Warren has returned to
editor; Kenneth Sabourin, athletic her usual charming manner. Rita
Then followed a one-act comedy
We want all your LIVE POUL
her home for the summer.
editor.
Greenlaw as the solo dancer was much entitled The Lucky Fool.
The cast . TRY. Highest Prices paid. Call
H. L. Tibbetts of 'Union recently
appreciated.
was cleverly chosen, each boy and
spent
a few days here with relatives.
or write Charles Shane, care of
Rural School Exhibit
The
program: Opening chorus, girl seeming just the right type for
Miss Alice Ross of Keene, N. H.,
R.
E.
Cutting,
Warren,
Me.
Tel.
An outstanding movement for local Maine Stein Song, Happy Days, thee haracter portrayed. The parts
iu.- been he re for a few days with her
Warren 3-3 and trucks will call at
educational advancement was fea Should I; soio. All That I Ask Is were well taken and called forth
father, Leon Ross.
your door. References: Any poul
tured last Tuesday in the Rural Sympathy, Celeste Carver; duet. hearty applause from the audience.
Roland Miller, Dorothy Clarry and
The
cast:
Julia
Brainerd,
a
happy
Vagabond
Lover,
Malcolm
Hopkins
Ruth Clarry visited his brother Ralph
School exhibit given in the Baptist
try raiser.
and
Wendell
Coombs:
trombone
solo,
bride,
Dorothy
Polk;
Horace
Brain

in
Warren last Sunday.
Church.
The work of the rural
Frank Dolham of Washington is
schools posted in the vestry attracted George Swears; middle chorus, Mary, erd, her husband, George Swears:
CHARLES
SHANE
CO.
at the home iof his sister Mrs. Annie
an interested following lof (parents Tiptoe Through the Tulips. When Joe, elevator attendant, Edward
27-tf
Miller.
and friends throughout the day and You’re Smiling; vocal solo, Schoolday White; Minerva, a would be' flapper
evening. It would be difficult to des
ignate or describe any particular item
of the exhibit, so finely and pains
takingly done was the handiwork of
the pupils. The project work and
nature study, the delicate water
colors and drawings, the artificial
flower and vase display, dainty sets
of toy furniture. May baskets, beau
tifully executed posters, lovely little
flower calendars, all shared in well
deserved praise. The schools exhi
biting work and list of teachers fol
DOWN—Delivered,
lows: Winslow's Mills, Miss Agnes L.
Creamer; North Waldoboro, Mrs.
Completely
Equipped
Ida Mallett; Goshen, Miss Theresa
Burnes; Hahn. Miss Hilja Kllju; Gross
Neck, Miss Hazel Hilton; Dutch
v v 1
less than 4
Neck,
Miss
Florence
Creamer;
Chapel, Miss Rachel Orff; Feyler’s
Corner, Miss Elizabeth Weston;
different sixes, but will
Ledge, Miss Emma Boggs; West
Waldoboro. Mrs. Arline Hoffses;
be worth more than
Back Cove, Miss Ruby Boynton. In
the afternoon a pleasing program was
given by the Main street school. Miss
six when you trade it ini
Lois Hagerman, teacher,
North
primary school, Mrs. Lillian Boggs,
teacher and the Kaler's Corner
school. Mrs. Carrie Perry, teacher,
Certified by more than 100,000 Studebaker
students of the Junior High School
Eights in owners’ hands, Studebaker’s
and pupils from West Waldoboro.
The Girls' Glee Club added much en
three great Straight Eights are seasoned
joyment to the program. In the eve
and proved. Among them they hold the
ning Richard J. Libby, State agent
greatest world and international records,
for rural schools, spoke on the work
going on in Maine and illustrated his
and more American stock car records than
talk with stereopticon slides.
A
all other makes of cars combined. Oper
local orchestra with Claude Fitch,
ating economy is a Studebaker tradition.
Harold Sprague, Kelsey Lash, Luther
The Dictator Eight set an official national
Glidden, Lauriston Little and Otis
Ellis, furnished a fine musical pro
average of 16.9 miles per gallon of gasoline;
gram. John Newburn, a great favor
the larger Commander Eight has a cer
ite with local audiences, sang twice
tified record of 15.9 miles per gallon.
In excellent voice. Much apprecia
tion of the efforts of A. L. Shorey.
Studebaker Eights are economical to buy
Supt. of Schools Mrs. Shorey and
and to operate. Your present car may
Miss Agnes L. Creamer, rural helping
serve as down payment.
teacher who promoted tlie tft'air is
expressed.
,

APPLETON

LEWISTON BUICK CO.
51 Park Street

It you were not enumerated, or if you have any doubt, fill out the
coupon and mail to—

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!

DEDICATES ITSELF

Ask for a Copy of Buick’s
Owner Service Policy .

XEWi

Park and Union Streets

A

LINNEKIN

Tel. 700

Rockland, Maine
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CAMDEN

chestra third place in the Class D
___
*
orchestral contest. The boys were
H. W. Danault of Bangor Is In town I dt’lisl,,ed wlth the
whlch was
instating the new Simplex system of H-onsoi-ed by the citizens. They were
telegraphy in the Western Union iccompanied by their leader, Clarence
Telegraph office on Elm street. P. E. Fish and John Taylor, secretary of
Mulholland is in charge of the office the Y.M.C.A.
Late Sunday afternoon the firemen
while the regular manager, Miss
Maude M. Thorndike is in Bloomfield. were called to the Josselyn place on
upper Pearl street, occupied by
X. J., learning the new system.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ingraham of Arthur Marshall and family. The fire
Oakland. Calif., were in town the was in the barn which was a total
latter part of last week looking after loss. There was a large amount of
their yacht Yvonne, which has been hay in the stable, also much furniture
hauled out at the Camden Yacht as Mr. Marshall was making im
Building & Railway Company during provements in the house. The origin
is a mystery as there had been no one
the winter.
Capt. Wiliam Annis has returned to in the bain during the day. Partially
Barrington R.’T., after spending sev insured. Mr. Marshall gives great
credit to the firemen for saving the
eral months in town.
Mrs. Stickney Lowe and son of house connected as it was with the
«,
Stonington are visiting friends *in baVn.
Tom Roberts spent the weekend in
Camden.
Miss Frances Porter has returned Lewiston, having motored over on
Saturday.
from a visit in Boston and vicinity.
Special
meeting
of American
H. W. Stevens arrived on the boat
Sunday morning from Washington. Legion auxiliary tonight at the Legion
D. C., where he has been for several rooms on Main street at 8 o'clock.
Capt. William Conary and crew
months.
Mrs. David Langman has returned left Saturday on the yacht Discoverer
from New York city where she has for Bar Harbor. The yacht has been
been the guest of her daughter Miss hauled out during the winter at the
Camden Yacht Building i& Railway
Sylvia Langman.
The Camden High School orchestra Company.
Miss Mary C. Davis arrived Satur
and band came home happy from the
trip to Pawtucket. R. I., where they day from Woodfords and has taken
attended the New England Music an apartment in W. P. Gould’s house
Festival. The band won second place on Megunticook street.
Today at the Comique Theatre
in the Class I) contest and the orMarilyn Miller will be seen in
•’Sally;" Wednesday and Thursday.
Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell in
"Happy Days." Coming soon. Winnie
Lightner in "She Couldn’t Say No”
and "Her Unborn Child."

An alarm of fire this Tuesday
morning at 1 o’clock sent the depart
ment to Dunn & Elliot wharf where
a brisk fire was burning on a yacht
occupied by two men. Workmen had
been making repairs and. changes in
the boat. The yacht was lying
under the bow of the barkentine be
longing to the Dunn & Elliot Co.
Tlie interior of the craft was badly
damaged.
Mrs. Arthur Pillsbury and daughter
have returned from Rockland to their
Green street home.
The Tnomaston Garden Club will
meet Wednesday afternoon with Mrs.
Cora Currier. Green street.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lermond of
Union were recent guests of Mr. and
Mis. Guy Lermond.
Ball game Wednesday. Vinalhaven
vs. Thomaston, at Thomaston.
Mrs. Edith Aldrich and Mrs. P». II.
Keller are returning home from Bos
ton today. Tuesday. They are mak
ing the trip in one of H. E. Keizer's
autos, and will be accompanied by
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Flagg who are
enroute
to
Moosehorn
Hunting
Camps.
Two cars were in collision at the
head of Green street Sunday. As
Kenneth Roes who was coming up
Main street started to cross to enter
G:een street, a machine driven by
a Finlander coming down Main, at
tempted to pass in front of Roes’ car.
with the resulting collision, breaking
mudguards and fender on both cars.
A traffic officer happened along and
the case was put up to him. His de- I
cision as given to the correspondent
was accident unavoidable.
|
Tuesday evening at 7.30 o'clock j
there will be a gathering of members
and friends of the Baptist CJiurch in
the vestry. A special welcome will be
extended to new members.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Sturtevant have*
returned ifrom a weekend stay in
Ellsworth.
Mrs. William II. Patangall of Au
gusta was a visitor of Mrs. R. O.
E’.liot recently.
Dr. and Mrs. Ralph Reed of Center
Islip. X. Y.* were in town Friday to
attend the funeral of the doctor's
brother, the late Samuel H. Reed.
Mrs. B. H. Keller and Mrs. Aldrich
returned Monday from Boston.
Robert McLain who has been very
ill is reported to be improving slightly.
Mrs. W. J. Whitney of Friendship
is keeping house for her daughter, |
Mrs. Rodney Feyler while the latter j
is passing a few days with her hus- I
band in New Bedford.
Thomaston friends of Roswell Winchenbach are sorry to learn that his
house in Waldoboro was practically i
destroyed by fire Saturday. He is a
brother of Mrs. Alma Spear of this :
town and is a frequent visitor here,
besides having worked here in former years.
The primary children of the Bap
tist Sunday School are requested to I
meet at the vestry after school Wed- |
nesday to rehearse for Children’s Day. i
Vernon Wilson of Boston visited j
relatives Sunday 'in town.
Lewis Bean who has spent a vaca- j
tion at his home here returned to I
Boston Sunday.
Prof. Edgar Lineken of the U. of V. |
is to spend a week at his home.
Harold and Philip Andrews of
Framingham will visit over the weektnd with their grandparents, Capt. !
and Mrs CalebGilchrest.
Mrs. Grace Payson and mother j
Mrs. Hattie Copeland who have j
passed the winter in town went to
their farm in Cushing Monday for the |
summer season.
Capt. Blanchard Crne has made the
following improvements to his grounds
on Beech woods street: Two cement
walks have been built from the side- i
w:0k to the house the lawn has been !
carefully graded, and a lattice fence
built across the lot in the rear
Rev. A. I. Oliver of Auburn, presid
ing elder of Rockland District, is the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Levi Seavey.
Mrs. Emily Gould of Boston has
planned to be in Thomaston today to
remain for a few days.

STANLEY
TOOL CHEST
CONTEST

Standing Monday. May 26, 1930
Last This
Week Week
5
♦Frank Cochran
5
5
5
tAllard S. Pierce
16
16
Charles L .Smith
20
23
tF. Dyer
22
Clayton Yeager
22
23
Irven Gammon
23
23
fO. Robbins
23
29
23
“Robert Crabtree
39
39
♦Everett Frohock
51
48
Dana C. Gurney
56
Charles E. Bicknell
54
57
fLucien K. Green, Jr. 57
49
61
Lewis Johnson
34
65
Weston Arey
66
tKarl Rubenstein
66
77
Maurice Rackleff
76
M. Edwin Simmon6
98
98
Wm. Ellingwood, Jr
99
99
102
Ralph Caven
102
103
Howard Harback
76
123
Linwood Aylward
118
125
Elmer Merrifield
95
143
"Clarence Upham
143
171
171
Adelbert Philbrook
181
Frederick Merritt
181
205
221
Crosby Ludwick
Joseph Emery, Jr.
223
172
285
Richard Anderson
57
340
Frederick Palmer
340
401
Jake Smalley, Jr.
381
Stanley Quinn
465
453
476
Samuel Archer
243
Nathan Pease
/
561
558
Cleveland Morey
2332
2801
Sidney Harden
572S
5302
Those marked
t have not
changed for the last three countings and the
for five or more.

(t)

Double “Credits’’ this week on
Flags, Flag Poles and Holders

H. H. Crie & Co •
and

Crie Hardware Co.
ROCKLAND

MAINE

Every-Other-Day

In Everybody’s Column

PLEASANT POINT
Aaron Starrett of Warren visited
recently with F. A. Fllnton.
Visitors ata Bert Carter’s last
Thursday, were Mrs. Lulu Beaton of
Augusta and Mrs. Bernice Bates of
Bristol, Conn.
Dr. and Mrs. E. George I’ayne. ar
rived here Thursday afternoon from
New York in the new yacht Anna
recently bought by them. They made
the trdip in 40 hours actual sailipg
time. The yacht is equipped with
nil tlie latest improvements, includ
ing electric lights, etc. Capt. A. W.
Maloney, commander of the craft,
recently spent five days at tic
.Payne home in New York, where In
was
most
royally
entertained
Among the many places he visited,
was Sailors' Snug Harbor, where lie
met three of his old friends. Capt
Otis Averill. Ellis Thompson and
Joseph Maxey, all of Thomaston.

CEMETERY VASES
Of all types.

Glass with metal hold

ers, metal and tin.

Graceful, utili

tarian, permanent.
For Memorial Day

Crie Hardware Co.
ROCKLAND. ME.

NOTICE
Some of the orders for Paint to be shipped di
rect from the factory, May I 5, are arriving at the
station every day, but owing to the illness which
I have had for the past week, 1 cannot deliver it.
I am in hopes to deliver it some day next week.

WANTED
Boys and Girl, Owning Bicycles, Tri
cycles,
Midget
Automobiles
and
Ponies, apply at STRAND THE
ATRE, AT ANYTIME.

HARRY CARR, Agent

5Stf
j

L

BASEBALL BATTLES
Vinalhaven 3, Rockland 2

Tlie Rockland hall team flew to
Vinalhaven Saturday and met defeat
there by a score of 3 to 2. Each team
hit freely in the first inning and each I
netted one score. The Islanders had
another batting streak in the fifth and .
sci red another tally. A wild pitch and
infield error yielded Vinalhaven's |
third and last run in the sixth inning.
Rockland scored but one run after.
the opening inning, that being in the j
eighth. Tlie visitors had three on
ill the ninth, but failed to score the
run which would have tied the game,
i The result was a little disappoint
ment to Rockland because of the de- |
sire to meet Thomaston next Satur- 1
| day on even terms.
Tlie score:

i

Vinalhaven High
ab r bh tb po a
30 0 0 1 2
Patrick, lb ........ 4 0 2 2 9 0
Hopkins, ss ....
41 3 3 0 J

e

Woodcock. 3b ....

0-j

Clifford, if ____
Shields, p ____
White, c .........._
Amiro. rf ............
' Swanson, tf ....

0
0
0
0)
0
0
0I

, Coombs. 2b .....

0 1110
0 1 1 0 0
1119 0
30 0 0 1 0
3 0, 1 1 4
1
3 1 0 0 3
2 0

4
4
4

32 3 9 9 27 8
Rockland High
ab r bh tb po a

Seavey, lb ........
j Gay.* ss ..............
Murphy. 3b .....

Flanagan, c .....
Brown, If ............
j Mazzeo. rf ........
j Bickmore, p
Freeman, cf .....
Lacrosse, 2b ....

0j
0

41116001
4 0 0 0 2 2 1!
3 0 0 0 1 2 0
4 0 2 2 9 0 0
4 0 0 0 1 0 0
3 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 1113 0
3 1 2 2 2 0 0
3 0 112 11

32 2 7 7 24 8 3
Vinalhaven ..... 1 0001100 x—3
Rockland ........ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0—2
Bases on bulls, off Bickmore 1.
Struck out. by Shields 9. by Bickmore
S. Umpire, Shields. Scorer, Clifford
‘ Ladd.

PRACTICAL GIFTS
Make her everyday burdens lighter and all her days happy through prac
tical gifts of home convenience.

OIL RANGES, REFRIGERATORS,
PORCH CHAIRS
We carry a complete line of the famous PERFECTION and NESCO OIL
Ranges. Easy to handle, economic to operate, rapid and efficient in use. Ask
to see the line—all models.
■
t
a
Our Refrigerators will suit every purse and every desire. All sizes. AH
styles, top icers, two door, three door and four door styles. Economical of
ice. A permanent investment in health and saving. Unbelievably low in
Price.
r*

Porch Furniture makes the home a happier, more livable place in summer,
allows many more hours of open air and sunshine. Chairs, Rockers, Tables
Swings, Hammocks, Etc.

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
Rockland

2s

Copyright 1930 by Dodge Brothers Corporation

DODGE BROTHERS SIX

Interesting Memorial Service

The union Memorial service at the
Baptist Church Sunday evening was
unusual in its character and very
interesting to the large audience at
tending. The pastor. Rev. H. S. Kil
born, who is a resourceful man, con
ceived the idea of using the occasion
to place before the people the P.
Henry Tilfcon Post memorial book,
which was presented to the Post by
F. A. Washburn. C. H. Washburn,
Edwin P. Washburn and William G.
Washburn, in memory of their father,
George K. Washburn, at a public
meeting in Watts hall in 1895. The
book is of first-class workmanship 1
and the wooden case in 'which it is
kept was made by la life convict in
the State Prison who was skilful at
his trade. It contains the military I
history of every member of the Post '
written in by an expert penman. A
portrait of P. Henry Tillson, for
whom the Post was named and who
was the first man from Thomaston to
be killed in the Civil War, was dis
played. being unveiled by Francis
Tillson, a nephew of P. Henry Tillson.
The portrait which has been in the
care of a D.A.R. has been transferred
to the custody of John Tillson, a
brother of P. Henry Tillson. Other
objects of interest shown were the
Post flag, and a service flag with
stars, representing those who had
been connected with the Baptist
Church, society or Sunday School
who had entered the service in the
World War. Organizations repre
sented in the assembly were veterans
of the Civil War, Frederick Morse
and James Ulmer, the Relief Corps,
DA.R.. Co. F Coast Artillery, Ameri
can Legion and Girl Scouts.
The following ^program was ren
dered: Prelude, organ. Mrs. Amy
Tripp; invocation. Rev. H. S. Kil
born; singing. ’’Rest Ye In Flanders
F’eld.” Nevens. quartette; hymn. No.
36. quartette and congregation; re
sponsive reading. Rev. Hubert F.
Leach and congregation; singing,
“Heroes Beloved,'' Coe, quartette;
prayer. Rev. Hubert F. Leach;
pantom'me. "The Flag That Never
Touched the Ground." by Martha
Whitehill. Pauline McLain. Wilmer
Libby. Evangeline Pa quin. Beverley
Wellman, Gladys Seav-y. Olive El
well, Miriam Creamer. Helen Vinal:
hymn. "America,” quartet and con
gregation; benediction. Rev. fiubert
F Leach. The pantomime made a
strong appeal to the congregation.

Knox County W.C.T.V. convention
will lake place at the Fit - t Baptist
Church, Rockland. Thursday, exervJses beginning at 19.30, daylight,

AND

UP,

F. O. B.

FACTORY

HERE'S A TWO-FOLD
GUARANTY OF VALUE

fruit store, suitable for business or apartment
Apply at CARINUS.
61-63
TO LET—Furnished apartment of two
rooms, or single rooms, all modern. HILL
DANE. Tel 427-R.
fi|.tf
TO LET- -Five room tenement. 41 Limerock
St. Modern improvements. DR. BARTLETT.
41 Limerock St.
61-63
TO LET -Two furnished rooms for light
housekeeping. Adults only. E. N. 8YLVES
TER. 23 Cedar St. Tel. 804-J.
59-tf
TD LET—Beven room apartment, modern
conveniences, garage. $27.50 per month. V. F
STUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel. 1080_____ 58-tf
TO LET -Tenement of 6 rooms, Spring Bt
Applv trO BEE(^H ST Tel. 42-W.
57-tf
TO LET—Two-room furnished apartment
with private bath. TEL. 211-M or 600.
______________ ______________
57-tf
TO LET—Cottage house on Ga'niden St
also 4 room apartment on Summer St. Apply
MRS. FROST. 8 Summer St. Tel. 318-R
54-tf
TO LET—All modern 5-room apartment.
Brewster St., corner of Cedar.
Heat and
l^irage. Apply THE MEN’S SHOP. Park St
.
66-65
TO LET -Apartment furnished or unfur

There are two ways you can definitely appraise the value

of the fine, roomy, low-priced Dodge Brothers Six. » » You

can see its beauty, feel its comfort, thrill to its smooth,
vigorous performance, test the positive surety of its weather

proof internal hydraulic brakes, and sense the quiet
OOD to the foot, good to the eye, good to the
pocketbook!”

G

NATURAL BRIDGE ARCH SHOES
(or the smart feminine foot

ness and strength of its Mono-Piece Steel Body. » » And

nished.

looking—the perfect expression of the modern style.

—naturally. All widths. All sizes. Style. Quality. Value.
Why pay more, when so much can be had for so little?

beyond these things is the knowledge that you can bank

upon the dependability of any Dodge Brothers motor car.

TO

SIXE-S AND S-ISHTS
UPHOLDING C-V6RY TRADITION OF-

DODBE DE-PE-NOABILITY

LET—Apartment

Natural Bridge Shoemakers
Friday Nights
>

8.45 P. M. WJZ

Rockland, Maine

DORMAN’S

Bicknell

block

804

An

Dyer’s Garage, Inc.

ic

Apply to B. B. SMITH, Thorndike & Hix
Lobxtcr Co. Tel. 208.
52-tf

Ad. In

Columns Will
Anything

INI

KILLS’RATS-ONLY
Won’t Kill Umllt, Poultry,

Doga, Data, or Baby Chlcba

A new exterminator that can be used about
the home. barn, or poultry yard with aafety
as it contains no deadly MlMn. One can
mixes 100 pieces of bait. Hundreds of testi-

monial,. Sold on a Money-Back
GuarftlltCCa AU druggists. 75r and $2.

48-tf

s5
LISTEN

BABY CHICKS
Your order received today and Chicks
sent out tomorrow. R. I. Reds, staite
tested, 100% free, for May delivery;
$16 per 100. or $75 for 500. We deliv
er chicks to your door. V. R. WOOD
MAN & SON, Winterport. Me. Tel.
S7-31.
66-tf

DAVID RUBENSTEIN. 6 Talbot Ave,

TO LET—Apartment, 4 rooms in fine con
dition. $5 per week; garage. $3 per month.
Adults only. 28 PACIFIC ST. Tel. 436-M.
________ ,
_________________
52-tf
TO LET—Well furnished apartment of three
rooms with toilet, piazza, shed and two private
entrances. Inquire 12 KNOX ST. Tel. 578-W
50-tf

Beautifully made, cleverly fashioned, slender, trim

Designed to protect the natural loveliness of dainty feet

Miscellaneous

MAKE YOUR HOUSE A HOME-PAY AS YOU USE

313-319 Main Street

For Sale

FOR SALE Easy Washer with dryer, good
Advertisements In this column not to exceed
crib, Iron bwL fireplace set.
MRS.
three lines Inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times trade,
WJLBl'tt
CROSS, 27 Chestnut St. Tel. 1043 R.
for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each 1
63-65
for one time, 10 cents for three times. Six
FOR iSA'UE-- Large house, ell and garage,
words make a line.
26 A. land, electric llulits, water and tele
phone. situated in village near schools,
churches, railroad and lakes.
Ideal for
Lost and Fourd
summer lionie or boarders. Price right. Other
places
all
sizes.
M.
R.
'.MILLER,
lEast
1’nion,
LUST Brown pocket book, containing pass
and Insurance card. Please return to AIRS. Me.___________________ _ _____________ 63*65
WM BOWLING. Box 168A. R. IF. D. No. 1,
FOR SALK—Meat rabbits, alive or dressed.
Rockland.
G3*lt DONALD PARRANO Tci. i7!» K______ < 3»k ,
LOST Black and white fountain pen be
FOlt SALE -Beagle hound pups, 6 weefes
tween R. II. H. and Main St. Return to old.
LELAND illAWKINS, Ingraham IHill,
Lobster Kirill. Tillson Ave. or K. H. S. Room City Tel. 1164 M.
63*<|5
10 xnidJK TARV18.
62*64
FOR SALE Buick M. Six 4 pass, coupe
LOST -White hound with l/rown and black 1627. Extra good. .MRS A .1 RINKS, War
spots. Answers to name of Dick. Distin ren. Me. Tel. Warren 3-22.
51-T-3T
guishing mark on left front paw—ridge where
Pv)R SALE Hunt i enameled rrib and
paw was caught in trap: brown spot, diamond
mattress, size 60x36. new. never used, price
shape, center of forehead.
Notify A.
.IONES, 5 Talbot Ave., Rockland. Phone 576. $15. MRS B. M ATTS, 10'Knox St., Thomas
<53*lt
61*64 ton. Tel. 80.
FOR SALE.—Dodge sedan, 1925 model.
WANTED At once—two first-class wait
MAURICE
resses at PARK STREET CAFE.
None Good cohdltloiv: good tires.
61*63
others need apply. MANLEY T. PERRY, SNOW. Tei. 1059 W
Prop.
61-63
FOR SALE Dahlia bulbs, 25 mixed, tags,
FOl'.ND - In V. A. Leach store. April 27. a lost in handling, $1.10 postpaid. Worth from
pin. Owner may have same b.v paying for $3 to 5. MRS. G. C. DRINKWATER. Llrf61*J3
ad and proving property. Inquire at LEACH’S. colniillc, Ale.
?
62*64
FOR SALE Or to let, 1 room house In
Donohue Court, electric lights, rent $13 month,
$1200. FREDERICK U. WALTZ. 165
Summer Cottages and Board price
Brugdway. Tel. 3H2-M.
62 64
If you have a eottaga to lei or aesira aua
FOR SALE .Tomato plants. MRS. W. J.
mer boarders advertise the fact In thia pa
ROBWtTSON, 20 (Reason St., Thomaston. Me.
ner where thousands will read of It
62*64
FOR SALE—Tan spring coat, skunk collar,
FOR SALE— Small cottage at Meguntlcook
Lake. Good fishing. J’rice low for quick sale. size 38. Also tan hat, navy coat. Good con
Write "W” care The Courier-Gazette.
62-tf dition. Low price. TEL. 257.
62*64
TO LET—For tlie season at Owl’s Head, fur
FOR SALE— King of Corn-field planters,
nished 7-room house, and garage, near shore. mfgd. by Clark Cutaway, rust resisting. Farm
machinery of all descriptions. C. M. BURApply MRS. R. S. WHITE, Owl s Head.
62*64 GESS. UnjoB, Me. Tel. 17-3._______ 61M3
FOR 'SALE- Steel bottom dump body and
TO LET At Vinalhaven, Me., small fur
nished bungalow on hill overlooking tlie Giant hoist for gravel work, price right. C.
ocean, and close b.v Brldgeslde cottage, M BURGESS. Union. Me. Td 17-3. 61*63
where a party of three or four friends or small
FOR SALE—Tulips. Darwin al'id Parrot. 75c
family could enjoy a pleasant vacation, witli per dozen. F. H. J’ALADINO, 49 Summer St.
meals at tlie cottage, and free use of row Td. 836-J
61-63
boats. Running water and electric lights.
FOR SALK—Beautiful old fashioned, marble
Write MISS E. 1. ROBERTS. Vinalhaven.
Me.
61-63 top chamber set : another bed. mattress,
feather bed: almost new kitchen
FOR SALE Or to let, eight room summer springs,
range. iii>bc>, mans useful things, qmm
cottage at Ingraham Hill, all modern improve antiques. AUMON W. Itl( HARDS Rockport
ments. Apply to CROCKETT S BABY SHOP,
61-tf
363 Main St
60-7R
FOR SALK—Baby carriage In good tondiFOR SALE—Or to let summer cottage at tlon.
Can be seen before 2 or after 4 o'clock
Ingraliam Hill. 6 furnished rooms, electric at«>7l»arkBt H. C BURNS.
61*63
lights, city water, nice view of harbor. A bar
FOR iSALK -One old table over 100 years
gain if sold at once. G. A. TARR. Tel. 614M or
232-W
55-tf old, old fashioned china closet, round tabie
living-room or den, real kitchen table
TO LET -At Owl’s Head 7 room furnished for
witli drawer, bed and spring, small chif
cottage, electric lights, two-car garage for fonier,
small writing desk, window fernery full
month of August. NELSON B. COBB, at of flowers.
Northland refrigerator, Gold Seal
Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
46-f
art square, 9x10’^. CALL 618-R.
61-tf
FOR SALE— Furnished cottage at Crescent
FOR SALE -1925 Ford coupe, good con
Beach. 411 modern improvements. LENA dition. new rubber.
Can be seen at 19
K. SARGENT. Tel. 994 or 990-M./
52-tf TRAVERSE BT
63*65
FOR SALE Snapdragons, Asters, Pansies,
Zinnias, Marigolds. Petunias, Ten Weeks
Wanted
Stock, Carnations and Tomato Plants.
WANTED Four tidit barrels to ire In CHARLES E. WADE. 7t> Waldo Ave. Tel
63-65
making a float. J. M. R., Box 441, Rock 531-\V.
land.
63*65
FOR SALE Three-burner oil stove, with
oven
In
good
condition.
MRS.
.1.
Y.
SUL
W ANTED Boy of 15 wants work on farm
59-t*
BOX 6111. Spruce Head. Maine._________ 63-65 LIVAN. 183 Pleasant St. Tel. 424-W.
FOR BALE 25 ft x6 ft. Hacker design V
WANTED-Girl to do general housework.
bottom runabout, cedar plank, double cockpit.
No cooking or washing. WINDSOR IHOTEL
63-tf 6-46 Gray motor. New last year. Also Two
New Class B & C Outboard Racers, single
WANTED- Taxi driver at once. CLBVE- step, nil mahogany. Designed from two of
LAND HARVEY. 23 Park St.. City
63-64 the fastest models in the coui/rv. QUINN
59-76
WANTED Orders taken for doughnuts, BROS . Eagle. Me.
sugar, molasses and chocolate. Special prices
FOR SALE—Six-room house at Pleasant
on large lots. MRS. W. A. FIFIELD. 98 Cedar Garden, water in sink and 2 lots of land. $1350,
St Tel. 978-W
63-65 to be sold as rent. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park
57-tf
WANTED—Position as maid to care for St
children. Apply BOX 78. Tenant s Harbor.
FOR SALE -Hardwood fitted. $14: junks,
Me
63*65 $12: long, $1»; fltte<l limbs. $16: fitted soft
WANTED-By June 1. position as truck wood and slabs. $8 ; also lumber. T. J. CAR55-tf
driver or truck helper, long distance trucking ROLL. Tel. 263-21.
preferred. BOX 443. Rockland.
62-64
FOR SALE—Dining table and six chairs
WANTED -Girl’s bicycle. In good condition. with leather bottoms, fumed oak. TEL. lol-R.
35*tf
MRS L. A GRfHIKETT. Tel 618-Y. 62-64
FOR SALE—Fifty houses of all descriptions
WANTED—‘Strong \foman to work on
laundry July and August. Work done by in Rockland A large list of summer cottages.
electricity.
Tel. 18-23. MRS
LUNETTE In fact all kinds of real estate. Come and
WTNCAPAW. East Union. Me.
62*64 talk over my list If you wish to buy. ROBERT
U. COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel. 77..
52-tf
WANTED—Strong woman to work on
FOR SALE—Five room house, Stanley
laundry July and August. Work done by elec
Lane,
good
condition,
cellar,
no
modern
1mtricity Tel. 18-23. MRS. LL’NETTA WIN
UAPAW. East Union, Me.
62*64 piovenients. double lot laud, $1666. tan l>e
paid as rent with small payment down. V. F.
WANTED Round bottom row boat in good STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tei l<«0.
52-tf
(Condition. State what you have and your
price P. D BOX 127 Rockland. .
61-63
WANTED At once married man to work
on farm. Good location for right party. E.
LKrllTNINt; is nothing to be fooled with.
L. KOSTER. Box 443, Rockland. Tel. 277-W.
Are you sure your radio antenna Is properly
66*6.5 proeeted by an approved appliance. Call 721
WANTED- Automobile generator and start and our Service Man will look your installa
er work. Brushes in stock for all cars. Arma tion over and tell you the cost of proper pro
tures turned and undercut for garagea at tection. This estimate given without charge.
reasonable rates. Complete automotive elec HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc., Electrical Spe59-tf
trical service. HOUSE-SHERMAN, lne. Next cia lists.
to Ford Agency.
59-tf
ROCK AND CEMENT WORK, cellar walls
WANTED—Girl for general housework. built and repaired : all kinds of lawn work,
MRS DAVID RUBENSTEIN. 6 Talbot Ave. by the day or contract. BENJAMIN KNOWL
58*69
Tel. 1285.
55-tf TON, $4 Brewster St. Tel. 467
USED CARS BOUtiHT AND SOLD, at 108
WANTED—To loan Money on auto, house
53 if
hold furniture, diamonds, etc. Interest 3 per •ark St. F. P. KNIGHT.
cent per month on unpaid balances. KNOX
MONEY TO LOAN ou 1st and 2nd mort
FINANCE CO., 16 School St., opp. Postofflce.
gages. KNOX FINANCE CO., 16 Scboql St.
52-tf Opp. postofflce.
_______________
52-tf
LET E. A. KNOWLTON (lie your saws and
repair your furniture at 216 LIMEROCK ST.
Io Let
Tel. 1616.
52-tf
TO LET—Four room unfurnished apartment.
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair good* at the
Bath, gas stove. $5 per week ; garage. $5 per
Rockland
Hair
Store,
24
Elm
St.
Mall
orders
month extra. V. F. (STUDLEY, 69 Park St.
52-tf
Tel. 10X0.
63-tf solicited. H (’. RHODI1S Tel. 519-J.
FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES. COTTAGES
TO LET Apartment 87 B il’ark St.. 1 rooms
ami hath, private entrances. Apply 89 PARK and estates, up-to-date property, tn the gar
ST. Tel. 438-J
63-tf den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
us what you want. ORRIN J. Dl( KEY. Bel
TO LET -A real home. Bix room house fast. Me.
52-tf
freshly painted and papered, plenty of cup
TO LET—Cottage, Bayside. Northport.
boards and closets, lights, verv handy. MRS
Eight
rooms,
fully
furnished,
electric
lights,
MABEL ilAWLEV. 130 Main Bt. Tel. 676-CM
____________ ___________ ______ ______ 63-65 running water, toilet, wide verandas. Two
minutes from shore, P. O. and stores, $266
TO LET At 23 Franklin St.. Rockland, up season. A. W. GREGORY. Rockland.
51-tf
stairs apart.. 4-rooms. lights, toilet, witli or
without garage. MRS. DAVID OSIER. 45
Eggs and Chicks
Clinton Ave., Waterville. Me.
62*67
TO LET Two or three rooms, furnished or
BABY CHIX. Wylllc’s strain S. (’. Reds;
unfurnlsheil. Inquire 37 WILLOW ST. or bred for eggs, type and color. State accredited
Tel. 312-AI.
_______ |________ 62 M for white diarrhoea. May. $18 per hundf-ed;
TO LET Large front room, all modem im postpaid. Safe arrival guaranteed. In lots
of 1606 or over $2 less per hundred. F. H.
provements. 37 Spring St. Inquire of KOS
COE STAPLES, at Simpson & Staples. 61-6.3 WYLLIE & SON, Thomaston, Me. Phone
52-tf
TO LET -Rooms on Matti Bt. over Carini’s Warren 16-6.

These
Sell

From

a

Needle to an Anchor.

What Do You Want

440 MAIN STREET

Six Body Styles

•590 to’695
Fries* (. o. b. factory

NOW ONE or THE LOWEST-PRICED CARS IN THE WORLD

PLYMOUTH
(.MF -StlX M O..T.O I (
F ■ • o ■> u ( T
SOLO BY no»<*r

bpothems

dzallrs

everywhere

to Sell ?

Used Furniture
Sold
CASH OR CHARGE ACCOUNT

Spring Clearance Sale
Everything priced one-half usual
price. That the public appreci
ates our values is proved by the
steadily increasing
number of
satisfied customers who recom
mend us to their friends. Don’t
let lack of ready cash keep you
from inspecting our large stock.
Come in—look around. A com
plete line of Household Furniture.
Stoves, Desks, Safes and Musical
Instruments.
,

ROCKLAND
FURNITURE CO.
Formerly occupied by Rockland
Telephone 427-R
Produce Co.
41 Tillson Ave.
Rockland

S!S-Ttf

Every-0 ther-Day
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Community Chest Drive, June 3

Prepared

Your Bit

—-

MEMORIAL DAY PARADE
Grand Marshal Brown Issues General Order—Forenoon
Event Unless Weather Forbids

In addition tp personal notes regarding
departures and arrivals, tU'is department espe
cially desires Information of social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or
telephone will be gladly received.

Edgar Crockett, son of Mr. and
Mrs. E. H. Crockett of 20 Franklin
street has returned to his home here
where be will spend the summer after
TELEPHONE .................... .......................... ......... .. 770 completing the second year of his
course at the School of Practical
(
Miss Isabelle Brown has arrived Art, B ston.
home from Palm Beach, Fla., where
she was employed during the winter
Miss Maridn iStarrett, clerk at the
season.
.Maine Music Store, has returned
from a week’s vacation at Lermond’s
Miss Mary Lannigan of Bostofi. Pond, where with Mr. and Mrs. E. p.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lannigan of { Starrett she occupied the Bowle.v
Portland and Neil Donovan of New eottatfe. Carl M. Benson of Wor
Hampshire have been in the city, cester. Mass., was a guest.
called by the death of Mrs. Katherine
Tobey.,
Mrs. S. A. Gould has arrived from

Rockland 69

Boston for her annual summer visit,
Mrs. Mary Brown has returned to being a guest at present of .Mr. and
her home at The 'Highlands after
Mrs. 11. w. Thorndike, Masonic
visiting relatives in Camden.
street.

Having been appointed maisiial of
tin* M-n.orial Day parade by the
committee representing the various
veteran’s organizations of the City
of Rockland, the following order is
nereby published for the information
and guidance of all concerned.
Headquarters of Grand Marshal.
Memorial Day Parade, Rockland
Maine. May 26. 1930:
1. It is hereby ordered that all
organizations participating in the
parade report at G.A.R. hall. Lim£rock street at 10 «a. m. (daylight
time) Friday. May 30.
2. The First Division will ferm
on Union street, with left of line
extending down Limerock street.
3. The Second Division will form
on School street, witli left of line
in I’ostoffice square.
The parade will march at 10.30
a. m. over tlie following route:
Union street to Pleasant, to Main,
up Main, halting in front of Elks
Home while flowers are strewn on
the water from an airplane, volley
fired hy squad from Battery G. and
Taps blown, for the Nation’s dead
buried at sea.
The parade will then continue up
Main to Major Ralph Ulmer Park
where services will 'be conducted by
the Spanish War Veterans.
Tiro
G.A.R. will move out first to the
reviewing stand at the foot of Tqlbot

avenue. The parade will pass down
Main, up Limerock, and be dispersed |
at G.A.R. hall.
It is requested’ that all flags he
displayed Memorial Day. In case of
heavy showers at 10.3.) a. in. the
parade will start at 1.30 p. m.
Organizations will form in the fol
lowing older:
t

RIGHT
PRICES

Arthur F. Lamb

LAKEWOOD

“ELIZABETH
SLEEPS OUT”

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Newton
and children. Winona and Norma
motored to Southwest Harbor Sun
day. accompanied by Mrs. George I,
Davee of South Paris, who will visit
there for a time.

NEWEST GLENWOOD REFRIGERATOR
white enamel lined

$0050
The new Glenwood Refrigerator is certainly a beauty.
Its thick, insulated walls with scientifically perfected ma
terials will certainly lower your ice bills and keep your
food fresh and sweet. The beautifully grained hardwood
seasoned oa|f case will more than please you. The doors
are grooved to fit tight like a safe door.
The cold air
simply cannot escape. We bought two carloads in order
to be able to sell them at this low price.

$1.00 Delivers!
Pay $1 Weekly
Other models and sizes 11.95 to 59.50

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Richardson
leave shortly for Boston where they
I will vlsii for a few days before sallj ing from New York June 6 on tile
Steamer
Coronia
for
England.
Making London their headquarters,
they plan to travel through the
northern part of England ami into
Scotland for the better part of three
months, then returning to the States
to locate probably in Massachusetts.
Their departure from Rockland is
regretted, for .during their sojourn
here while Mr. Richardson was pro
prietor of the former Harry Brown
store at Rankin block they have
formed a wide circle of friends and
acquaintances, many of whom re
member Mrs. Richardson as 'Tiny"
Campbell, a former Rockland resi
dent.
Your rug i roblems can oe sett ed
i with satisfaction guaranteed by call- j
' ing The People's Laundry, Limerock
street, Tel. 170. We shampoo your
rugs and return them promptly, llk>
new.
12)-U f|‘

A Melodrama that •
Thrilled the Country

PARK STREET GRILL
Manley T. Perry, Prop.

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

It’s a new twist cn the
triangle —a girl court
ed by correspondence,
wooed by proxy, cheat
ed by Fate!

VILMA BANKY
in The All Talking Rcma

A Lady to Love”
ALSO

Vitaphone Acts and Comedy
TODAY ONLY

“PARAMOUNT
ON PARADE’’

WiMI

OPENING

NOW

SHOWING

Leo Doucette’s Jazz Band
FINEST FLOOR

DANCE UNDER THE CRYSTAL BALL

EL BRENDEL in
“THE GOLDEN CALF”

A human derelict
with no right
to her love
A ruthless
keeper
biding
his time—
what was
her choice

Monte
Blue

“ISLE OF ESCAPE”
with

BETTY COMPSON, MYRNA LOY
NOAH BEERY
An exotic romance of the South Se. s

Full Strength of The
Lakewood Players Cast

SPECIAL ADDED ATTRACTION
WEDNESDAY NITE ONLY

Lakewood Inn

ERNIE GEORGE

Open 7 A. M. to 8 P. M.
Breakfast, Luncheon. Dinner
Special Luncheon. Tea. Bridge
and Dinner Parties
arranged for

FRIDAY, MAY 30

.One of the
I
Publix
. Theatres
Tel. 892

HOME OF PARAMOUNT TALKING-SINGING PICTURES
SHOWS 2.00—6.30—8.30
CONTINUOUS SATURDAY 2.00 TO 10.30

“SILENCE”

OAKLAND PARK

Lakewood

and his

ft

ARCADIANS’
A Real Musical Treat with One of Maine’s
Finest Dance Bands

Country Club
Regular Dances Every Friday
Night
Dances Friday. May 30. and
Saturday. May 31

Home of

A Publix Theatre

Paramount Pictures

Tel. 409

WHITE COTTON PICKERS
Orchestra

Overnight Bungalows

Admission 50 Cents
62-61

iW/SY'.'i'.'

SALMON
Fresh from the Penobscot River. They am
scarce—but we have a few of splendid quality
Eat Penobscot River Salmon in Rockland’s
Finest Restaurant

Platoon of Police
(hand Marshal. Major liaioli W. Brown
Chief of .'Staff, Lieut. S. B. Willard <J. S. A.
First Division
Captain Richard F. Saville. Commanding
I S. S Milwaukee Band
Sailors. U. S. *S. Milwaukee
Battery <1 240th Coast Artillery
Edwin Libby (Post, <1. A. (It.
Ralph Timer Post, Spanish 'War Veterans
Winslow-Holbrook Post, American Legion
World War Veterans
Sons of Union Veterans of the (Civil War
Women's Relief 'Corps, Hi. A. It.
Spanish War Veterans Auxiliary
American Legion Auxiliarx
Daughters of American Revolution
Ruth Mayhew Tent. Daughters of Veterans
Second Division
'Lieut. Ibra L. .Ripley, Commanding
Rockland ( ity Band
Rockland Fire Department
Veteran Firemen's- Association
Boy Scouts )of America
Kilrl Scouts
School Children

Mrs. Edna Itollins of KennebtinkMrs. Ralph Fey’er of Park street
laa't arrives today to be the guerf lias relm n« d from an (extended stay
of Mr. and Mrs. diaries A. Emery,
in Massachusetts with her husband.
Pacific street.
She lias not quite recoered from the
"Spring Cleaning" has
effects of a trolley car accident which
Chester B. Jones of Waldoboro was
occurred while she was there.
grown to be a more and
in the city Saturday calling on
By order of
friends and relatives.
more important phrase.
Mrs. Grace Daugherty, Jaookkeeper
Ralph W. Brown,
for the VY. H. Glover Co., is making
Major 240th C. A.
In truth, Spring Clean
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Stone have ar
a brief visit in Boston.
Grand Marshal
rived home from Shawsheen. .Mass.,
ing IS important; even
Lieut. S. E. Willard, U.E.A.
where Mr. Stone attended -a tele
A
bridge
party
is
being
given
this
delightful, if negotiat
• Chief of Staff
phone school.
evening at G.A.K. hall Hinder tli>?
ed with the assistance
auspices
of
the
Auxiliary
of
Sons
of
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Cottrell of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Leach, and
Mrs. Nellie Benner and Mrs. Henry
of Lamb’s Cleaning
Framingham. Mass., were weekend l’nion Veterans, with Mrs. .Merry and daughter Virginia, were (Sunday ! Myer who were guests for a few days
Mrs. Flye as hostesses.
guests of .Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Cottrell^
guests of Dr. and Mrs. C. II. Leach last week of Mrs. Benner’s daughter. ,
Shop, whose methods
Pleasant street.
Mrs. A. B. Higgs. Talbot avenue, have :
Mrs. Nellie Achorn inspected tlie in Tenant's Harbor.
of handling clothes,
returned to Dorchester, Mass.
Commander and Mrs. George 11. Camden Auxiliary of Sons of 'L’nion
rugs, drapes, etc., are
Mrs. Nils Nelson, son Arnold and.
Heed have arrived home from a Veterans Friday evening.
daughter Virginia and Mrs
O.
Mrs. Andrews Mitchell a former
remarkably
thorough
week's visit in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Southard left Larsen? motored to Houlton and . resident at The Highlands is observ
and conducive to longMr. aud Mrs. Frederick Lehorn Monday f »r Winthrop. Mass., to visit Smyrna Mills Friday, returning Sun ing her 92d birthday today at the
wear.
who have been guests of Mr. and with their daughter, Mrs. Frank day. At the latter place they were ! home of her grandson. '89 Central
the guests of Mrs. Nelson’s daughter. ! street. Auburn. Mass. Many of her
Mrs. Haymond Hoch. Broad street, Taylor.
Mrs. Herbert Roach.
old-time friends and acquaintances
have returned to their home in New
Class 26 of the Methodist .Church
in the city are renieml>ering her with
Haven, Conn.
i will meet Wednesday night with Mrs.
Mrs. (W. A. Anderson of Pillsbury, ’ a postcard shower.
Penn., will be at the home of Mrs.
The annual meeting of the Wo i Koster. Eroad street.
___
The Y.P.B. will picnic at Mrs.
Sarah Thomas, Camden street for
man's Association*of the CongregaMiss Mabel Seavey who accom- Manorial Da.y. Mrs. Anderson plans MeKusic’s cottage. Cooper’s Beach,
! tional church will take place tonwrWednesday after school. Each per
CLEANER
; row afternoon at 3 o'clock in tlie I panied her niece. Mrs. Thelma A. to spend the summer here,
I Tippett to Bangor and Brewer, where
fj
------ <
son will take own lunch: all wishing
vestry.
Rockland
301 Main Street
____
] she was the guest of her sisters for
/Mrs. R. W. -Sylvester is critically transportation should communicate
62-65
Mrs. Alberta Rose, left Sunday for the weekend .returned yesterday with ill at the home of her daughter Mrs. with Miss Alena Young (not later
than (Wednesday morning.
Boston where she will be the^uest of Mrs. Tippett. They were accom E. C. Payson.
: friends and relatives for two weeks. panied to Rockland by Mrs. Tippett’s
•
young daughter. Elaine.
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Perry spent
___
Mrs. Hila Grimes opened her cot
Mr. and Mrs (Franjc Pe. Richer
Mr. and Mrs. William .D. Talbit
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Stevens
tlie weekend with relatives returning
returned to their home ih Portland tage at Crescent Beach yesterday for
Mrs. Veda Brown. Court street, spent Sunday in Waterville.
(EieSnore Reed)
were weekend
Sunday afternoon to Readfield where
yesterday after being guests of AIr.«. the summer season, and has as her
i
was
hostess
.to
the
T
Club
Friday
guests of Commander and Mrs.
Mr. I’erry is employed on the State
guest Miss Anrte V. Flint.
David Talbot for a short time.
Mrs.
H.
M.
Sanborn,
a
former
resi

I
evening.
George li. Reed. Broadway.
highway in construction work.
dent of this city who now resides in
Stratton.
Neb.,
is
in
the
city
for
a
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Albert
Keen
of
Port

Philip McRae is confined to his
Miss Beatrice Purington who has
fcr&night’s visit, tlie guest of Mr. and
home on Pleasant street hy illness. land wire in^iockland Saturday.
Mrs. S. li. Hall, Masonic street. been the guest of her aunt Mrs.
Kev. Walter S. Rounds who is From here she goes for a visit in Maynard Crockett. Lake avenue, for
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Tripp of
several weeks, has returned to Lew
away
on a vacation trip was ac Boston and Melrose, and will make
Thomaston are at the home of Mrs.
iston where she will be for a short
a
tour
of
Europe
before
returning
to
companied
as
far
as
Portland
by
Eugene Frost. North Main street,
time before entering the Hebron
Nebraska.
Mrs.
Rounds.
while Mrs. Frost is attending the an
Sanitarium for treatment.
Miss
nual session of the Grand Chapter.
Purington who Is a graduate of the
Carl
A.
Blackington
and
family
of
Mrs.
Richard
Ilodsdi
n
of
Roches

G.E.S.. in Portland.
ter, Vt.. formerly of South Thomas Waterville were weekend guests of Farmington Normal School enjoyed
ton.
is at the Mary Hitchcock Hos Mrs. O. E. Blackington. Limerock the many calls made on her during
Mrs. Leola Rj)se entertained a
ROCKLAND
her Rockland visit hy other graduates
283 MAIN STREET
small group of friends at luncheon pital, Hanover, N. H.. where she is street.
of the school.
convalescing from a severe illness.
and sewing Friday afternoon.
Ralph I’liner Auxiliary will meet
Mr. anil Mrs. II. H. Stover and son in the Legion hall at 7.30 Wednes
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Blackington
Miles North i.I Skowhegan
spent Sunday with their daughter were guests over the weekend of Mrs day night.
Mrs. Lloyd Collett in Bangor. Misses Madeline- Stover McGary, SpringCol. Milton French who. has been
Thelma and Gertrude Blackington field, Mats.
quite seriously ill at his apartment
returned with them.
F. A. Thorndike, Mrs. Leola Rose on Limerock street, is again able
Mail Lakewood. Skowhegan, Me..
Mrs. Fred R. Spear and Mrs. II. and Mrs. Damie Gardiner motored to be out.
L. Shepherd have been making a visit to Bingham Saturday to view the
Tel. Skowhegan 431
Mr.
and
Mrs?
E.
F.
Ginn
of
Port

Wyman
dam.
Every Night Except Sunday
in Boston.
land spent the weekend at their
7.36 P. M. Standard Time
Among the* outstanding social Ginn’s Point summer home, a pleas
Mrs. F. A. Clough. 31 Union street,
THIS WEEK
ant
practice
which
they
expect
to
events
of
the
spring
season
was
the
is confined to her lied with lumbago.
luncheon and bridge given by Mrs. continue through the summer
The Lakewood Players
Mrs. Lou Ingraham and Mrs. Maud David Talbit and JIrs. William D.
Mr. and Mrs. G. Carl Cassens wqj-e
in a Brilliant Comedy
Gould of Portland were weekend Talbot of Portland on Saturday.
guests of Miss Lotla Skinner. Main Luncheon at the Thorndike Hotel in Belfast. Saturday to attend the
funerdl
of
Mr.
Cassens
’
sister,the
was.
attended
by
70
guests.
Talis

street.
man and Briarcliff roses were used late Mrs. T. V. Stuart, who died
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Emery as decorations. Bridge was played Thursday 'after a few weeks’ illness^
opened their cottage ‘'Charliette'' at at the .attractive Talbot residence, Mrs. Stuart was the daughter of the I
Spruce Head Sunday for the sum where roses were usedaeffectively in late C. W. Cassens. who formerly
mer season, having as their guests the various rooms. There were 17 resided in this city . and many
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Emery and two tables in play, the winner at each friends here remember her in her
table being presented with a large girlhood days. The interment was j
children.
box of candy, and the other guests in Larrabee. Me. Besides her hus
Frances Goodrich, Albert G.
Mr. and Mrs. George L. St. Clair receiving smaller boxes. Among the band, Mrs. Stuart is survived by three |
Andrews. Winona Shannon,
and Mr. and Mrs. Eugene E. Stoddard guests were several from Camden, brothers and two half-sisters.
Hardie Albright. Beatrice
Rockport and Thomaston.
motored to Bingham Sunday.
Terry, l-hurnton Hall,
Knox County W.C.T.U. convention
Samuel T. Godfrey
Broadcloth coat if withwcapes. black will take place at the First (Baptist i
Mrs. Irene Johnson ot Dorchester.
Mass., was the weekend guest of her and blue. Misses sizes 14 to 20. priced I Church, Rockland. Thursday, exerNEXT WEEK
sister. Mrs. Harry Hanscom. Masonic at $16.50. Fuller-Cohb-Davia.—adv. icises beginning at 10.33, daylight.
street.
Monday, June 2

EXPERT
DRY
CLEANING

Here’s What You
Have Been Waiting For

'Modern .Equipment
R&servatione should be made in
Advance

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
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VERSUS

WHITE

BREWSTER

INDORSES SARGON

Where the Former Stands On Tariff Bill Measures That
Intimately Affect the People Of Maine
[Pot tit nd Express Editorial]

At last there Is a real issue, a po
litical issue, in the contest for the
Republican nomination for U. S.
senator in this State. It is an issue
upon which citizens may honestly
differ, but il is fundamental. That
issue is the tariff and it was made
by former Governor Brewster in his
speech in Portland on Monday. In
this address. Mr. Brewster came out
squarely against the Smoot-Hawley
measure which Congress is about lo
pass and which will be signed by the
President if the debenture cause and
the flexible tariff provision repeal
voted into the act by the Senate are
removed, as they will be now that
the conferees have been released
from their instructions. Aside from
any question of tlie merits of the
act. as an economic measure, it is
a Republican bill, was passed by lhe
Republicans of the House and Sen
ate, aided by half a dozen Democrats

SPRING
ARCH

WALK-OVEIt

IF YOUR feet trouble you ...
Main Spring* Arch.

If you

have no foot troubles . .

.

again . . . Main Spring Arch.

It is insurance against foot
troubles an<l foot fatigue.

Let us show you.

McLAlN
SHOE STORE
ROCKLAND, MAINE

At The Brook
3CTtf
•Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

•

Every-Other-Day

in tlie Senate and opposed by the |
majority Democrats and by the in
surgent senators.
‘
The fate of the measure hinged
on the vote in the Senate on the
motion to free the Senate conferees J
from their instructions. Had this
motion not prevailed, the bill would I
have been lost. Its adoption in all
probability means that it will be
passed and sent to the President. A
v»te for the motion was therefore a
vote for tlie bill. A vote against was
a vote against the act.
All the Eastern Republicans voted t
for. All the Democrats except six
voted against. Supporting them also |
were Blaine. Riookhart. LaPollette
and others of that following to the .
number of fifteen. Mr. White now a !
candidate for the Senate has con- !
.-istently supported the bill during the i
time that it has been in the House and |
i if present when it conies up for final i
passage will vote for it.
Mr. Brewster said in his speech I
that he was opposed to the meas
ure and gave it to be. understood !
that he was a member of the House
or Senate, he would do all that he
could to prevent its passage. In this j
| he takes a position directly contrary
to.that of Mr. White and to that of
the President and the Republican
, majority, and allies himself with the
1 radical senators.
Mr. Brewster says that all that
Maine would lose by failure of the '
act would be the 25 cents added duty
on potatoes. He omitted to add that
this Slate would a.so gain the duty
on shoes upon which Maine shoe fac
tories ate depending to protect them
from European competition, and the
duty < n cement which is necessary ir |
the Thomaston cement making plant
is to survive. He says that the Maine
potato growers could obtain their
protection through flexible clause of
« thy present law. It may be. but that ,
has existed for eight years and noth- ,
ing done for potatoes yet under it.
However, the point is that now I
there is a squarely drawn political ,
issue between- Mr. White and Mr.
Brewster. And it may be added, as |
' a matter of at least academic inter- •
i est. that had Mr. Brewster been in
the Senate in place of Mr. Hale, the I
Senate motion to release from in1 structions would have been lost and
the hill would have failed, for that
motion was carried only by a single
vote. The reelection of Senator Hale i
saved the potato growers their prot ction, the shoe manufacturers theirs
and previ nted the loss of the Knox
i County cement industry.

Retired Manufacturer Is En
thusiastic In His Praise of
Remedy
(Continued from Page One)
‘About a year ago I had a bad fall
By this time the wind had really and onions and cocoa, which the
that put me in a hospital for several
weeks After I left the hospital my begun to blow, so much so that when skipper had prepared for us on the
the deep toned fog bell at Whitehead galley stove. A single, smoky kero
gave us a salute, we could not heai sene lamp, which had a habit of go
our tug's reply, but knew by the ing out whenever the companion
shreds of steam from her whistle slide was opened, cast fitful shadows
that she had acknowledged the light- atm ng the empty bunks and across
keeper’s courtesy. Here we bega" the long galley table. After we had
to feel the ocean swell, and the sea our fill of the good warm food, the
which had been lashed by a westerly skipper asked us how we liked the
wind for nearly a week, was showing potatoes. When we told him they
what It could do. It was not good for were the best ever, he said he was
our hawser. We had out 70 fathoms glad to know it as they had been
of new manila hawser, which was cooked on the way down from Lunen
spliced to an additional 35 fathoms burg the month before and he had
of heavy anchor chain She fetched just warmed them Up.
a couple of vicious Jumps that
Off Cortland a Coast Guard boat
brought chain and hawser taut, and looked us ail over with her seaiThgave us some anxiety for the light. Evidently she was trying to
windlass to which the chain was make up her mind whether we were
attached. Then the Cluett .and the a rum runner. Apparently satisfied
barge ahead seemed to come to an that we carried no contraband, she
understanding, and did not repeat contented herself by making some
the performance; though it kept us caustic remark about our lights,
on the watch for more of the same which was quite superfluous as our
lights were all right except for the
thing.
• • • •
fact that the green glass in the starThe spray now began to freeze hoard side light had fallen on deck
where It struck and our decks were when the light was being put up and
soon covered with slush and the had been tied on with a rope yarn,
PHILIP SCHNEIDER
lower rigging and bow iced up like with tho result that it gave scarcely
a Gloucesterman bound in from the any light. However, it was the best
appetite dwindled away to almost Banks in the dead of winter. It was we could do about‘it, and no one
nothing, my liver was out of order getting to be: a ease of winter coast ran into us.
• • • •
and my whole system was toxic. I ing with “the bark on." JIo malletAt nightfall we divided the watches
suffered with frequent headaches and how many times we looked at the
was nervous, weak and rundown. I barometer, or tapped it to see If it into three of half an hour each, so
started
Sargcn
and
everything showed signs ofTising. It still read that each of u^ could have pn hour
changed for me. I have a good appe 29 6. amt the wind still blew north below to each half hour on deck.
Between spells at the wheel Half an hour at the wheel in the bit
tite now. don't suffer with indiges west
tion like I did and my whole, system we sought the shelter of the cabin; ing night air was plenty. The wind
is strengthened, invigorated and gen but the only difference between that had a way of drawing under the main
erally improved.
and the deck was that t{ie wind boom and down our necks that made
"Sirgon Pills leconditioned my liver, didn’t blow in the cabin. Tfie stove it very agreeable at the enil of thirty
awful dizzy spells that used to come gave a merry glow which cheered the minutes to call the next man and tell
on me are clearing up. my headaches eye but did not warm the body him it was his watch on deck. -Still,
have entirely disappeaied. my color About as much coal gas and smoke there was something about the nleht.
is clear and healthy looking and con blew out into the cabin as up the pipe. with the stars overhead and the dark
stipation that was chronic with me is This made the deck the more hulk of the barges ahead wit^i their
yellow lights guiding us, that held
entirely relieved.”—Philip Schneider. attractive.
We watched the coast line to see if you as the day could not. A vessel
45 Union Square, Somerville. Mass.,
we were making any* perceptible ad has an altogether different person
who is a retired manufacturer.
Sargon may be qbtained in Rock vance upon It. Except for the lift ality at night than she has by day.
land from the Corner Drug Store. Inc. and plunge of the barges ahead, She is more Intimate. You feel the
—adv.
63-lt which were wallowing like clumsy quiet strength of her, with her tall
elephants, there seemed to be no masts reaching up towards the sky
movement other than our own pitch and her hull responding to the heave
ing and rolling and the more grace of the sea.
Between Cape Elizabeth and the
ful dipping of the tug half a mi'e
Hand Made Floral Designs for
ahead.
Yet we were creeping Isles of Shoals our tug held well in
Memorial Day, Wreaths. Pillows,
slowly toward our destination; for under the land, which gave us better
Crosses, Sprays and Stars. Prices
by noon we had come up with old speed and smoother water. The tucReasonable. B. M. STAPLES, 40
Man Ledge, and were greeted by the master showed excellent Judgment
Willow St. Tel. 312-W
62-63
doleful grunt of the whistling buoy and took advantage of every oppor
which marks this outlying ledge off tunity to faver his tow. The tug was
the Maine Coast. Tlie "whistler ’ remote and impersonal, a distant
was as much Iced up qs we were, and leader, marshalling his followers
TJuyA Home
waved Its long white arm at us ns from afar, but holding no converse
kRead the CLASSIFIED AE
we slowly passed it.
with them.
....
One by one the shore lights came
The thrash up to Pemaquid Point abeam, dropped astern—Wood Island,
seemed longer than it was, though Cape Porpoise. Cape Xeddick. When
the afternoon was far gone before B .one Island's tall light, rising out
we brought Pemaquid abeam. We of the sea. finally bore over outhad to buck both wind and sea ail stern, the tug swung off for Cape
the way. Standing at the wheel, Ann. As we passed outside of the
clad in winter clothing and woolen Isles of Shoals in the early morning
mittens, we found new meaning in watch, while the night was still
Whittier's familiar reference to the black, we spoke, as we changed the
cold that "even the stoutest homo- watch, of that still blacker murder
spun cannot quite keep out." Still, committed on Smutty Nose some
it was bully good fun, and not -one fifty years ago and which still casts
of the three of ,us would have pre a blight upon the! island.
• • » ♦
ferred to be ashore that day. There
A sickle moon, rising too late to
is something in the keen, biting air
of a blustery rMarch day at sea. with run but a short course before it was
the water all white with spindrift extinguished by the dawn, gave a
and the sky flecked with swiftly feeble light which showed us how we
moving clouds, that makes it in had iced up during the night. The
finitely more worth while to be forward part cf our vessel was like
afloat
than
treading
the dull a frosted cake. The lower part of the
forerigging was twice its normal size.
monotony of the shore.
As we got In under the land and The greying dawn disq^osed a cloudsmoothed the water, the tug made free sky except where the clouds
better
time.
Before
nightfall. were massed on the eastern horizon
Seguin.
grim
sentinel
standing in a last stand against the off-shore
eternal guard off the Kennebec had wind.
Thatcher’s twin lighthouses, grey
dropped astern. The setting sun for
a few moments lighted up the drah and gaunt, were well abeam before
“ides of the barges in a warm, ruddy sunrise. The barometer and ther
glow, which made their huge bulk mometer rose with the sun. and when
only the more sombre when the .sun we rounded to a short time later in
dropped behind the western horizon Gloucester outer harbor, the icicles
Lights were then hung out on the on our rigging and rails were already
steins of the barges for tlie following melting. After anchoring her barges
vessels to steer by. The tug’s two in the outer harbor the tug obligingly
yellow lights aloft seemed like glow took us into the inner harbor and
ing evening stars. Seguin's steady placed us at a wharf among the
beacon astern assured -us that the j mackerel fleet that was fitting out
Maine Coast we had so ploddingly for the spring fishery off Hatteras.
put behind us was still there. The I The Sabbath hush of the old town
nervous flash of Cape Elizabeth ! was still unbroken, and no one
ahead, lighting the sky for an Instant seemed to be stirring. Yet no sooner
and then being as suddenly ex had our lines been put out than a
tinguished. reminded us that we had man appeared on the dock and called
out. “Are you the guys that are going
many leagues yet to go.
In the dim cavern of the forecastle to Greenland?” To which we replied.
we ate our supper of fried potatoes . “No, we’ve just come from there.”

Eastern
Electric Washing
Machines

SALE!

AL the advantages, features, beauty and
quality of a high priced washer are combined in
this Model “60”. Best of all, is the way it washes.
You will wonder how you ever got along with an
old-fashioned machine when you see the difference.
Its modest price represent* today’s greatest value
in an electric washer.

Dne Minut

FOR SALE

Reduced
Sale Price

19™

Here for the first time is a really efficient, moderate priced washer. The One Minute
"60" gives you more washing capa-ity and efficiency then any other machine and
sells at a saving of $40 to $60. Big Coppe
Tub, New Flexible Turbinator, Latest
Improved Wringer, and many other exclusive features. All made and becked by a
firm that has made washers for over 28 years, to the satisfaction of more than
2,000.000 women. Come in and let us show you this big value in electric washers.

EASTERN FURNITURE COMPANY
Rockland, Maine

cfe/un 'Bretvf-

I enclose $1.00 deposit. Please ship this model 60 one minute Electric Wash
ing Machine. Sale price $89.50. I agree to pay $2.00 weekly. You are to allow
me the freight. If not satisfied after a trial I can return at your expense.

tells howto ^A/hrsich

LAKEWOOD’S SEASON

ROCKLAND

283 MAIN STREET

Signature ....................................... ?............................................. ...............................................

.

Address ....... -............................................... .................................... .....................................

THE FRIENDLY STORE

THE LAWYER'S WIFE
Thinks in terms of Efficiency
HITT

HIGH BRED GUERNSEY

!

Opening Play, “Elizabeth Sleeps Albament Laden and Meredith Star •
From Nucleus At Rose Hill Farm
Out,” Pretented Last Night.—“Si
lence” Coming
Photo by
Dyar. Hollywood

Evelyn Brent, irresistibly lovely star, in the bathroom designed and built for her in
Hollywood. “An exquisite complexion attracts and holds attention as nothing else
will. So when girls write to ask me the secret of being attractive, I’d like to say to every
one: ‘Keep your skin really lovely—smooth and flawless. You
can do it just the way we screen stars do.’”

GIRL may be appealing for ever so
many reasons,” says Evelyn Brent,
the star whose own magnetism has proved so
irresistible on the screen. “But the most
compelling charm of all is smooth, soft skin.
“An exquisite complexion, somehow, is
always alluring.
“Long ago the directors in Hollywood
found out that no girl could hope to win out
on the screen unless
she has the kind of
skin that makes you
fairly gasp with ad
miration.
“So you may be
sure we all take
mighty good care of
our skin!
“Almost every girl
in Hollywood uses
the same method I do
Lila LEE,charming star:
— regular cart with “ I always use Lux Toilet
Lux Toilet Soap. Soap to guard my skin."

'Ac

When girls write to ask me the secret of
being attractive, I’d like to say to every one:
‘Keep your skin really lovely. You can do it
just the way we screen stars do. ’ ”

Holly wood— Broadway— Europe.

9 out of 10 Lovely Stars use it!
Of the 521 important actresses in Holly
wood, including all stars, 511 use Lux Toilet
Soap. It is the official soap in all the studios.
On Broadway the stage stars are using it
. . . And the screen
stars in the Euro
pean capitals! You
will be delighted
with the fragrant,
soothing lather of
Lux Toilet Soap.
Order some—today.

LUX Toilet Soap

Agnes Ayres, lovely
star: “It’s wonderful
soap.”

First Sweeping Hollywood—
then Broadway—and now the

European Capitals

•

•

•

10'

Editor of The.Courier-Gazette: —
About three years ago there was
brought to Rose Hill Farm, Owl’s
Head, a hull calf, Albament Laden,
descendent °f some of the best blood
brought over from the Island of
Guernsey, namely. Langwater Rosie
21333. Imp. May Rose King 8336.
Langwater May King 13001, and his
grandfather Don Diavolo of Linda
Vista 23565, with 17 A. R. daughters.
For the last two years those who
cared to have had the benefit of his
breeding and ^here should be many
fine heifers raised through Knox
County.
Lately there has been added an
other, a 10 month old heifer with an
equally good breeding. Meredith Star.
307027, breeder Eld ward Wigglesworth of Meredith Farm, Topsfield.
Mass. Her sire is Florham Premier
109645; dame Meredith Starlight
284642. On the sire’s side is Lang
water Steadfast and a number of
other Langwater. On the dame's side
is Mixter May Royal 65203 and Mixter
Duchess 48395. all with -high milk
and butter records. Some of the
bulls have sold for $25,000.
This heifer will be bred to Albament
Laden and it is hoped that the
nucleus for a fine strain of Guernseys
will be laid.
There is no doubt that the Guern
sey breed is the most popular today.
The milk and cream is the finest. A
good Guernsey will give nearly as
large a quantity as the Holstein,
while th<‘ butter fat goes ahead, 4 and
4% per cent butter fat being the rule.
They are very hardy and large framed
The wise modern housewife, shares animals and are very popular for sale
her burdens and let3 The People’s among the producers of milk.
Observer
Laundry, Tel. 170, do her family wash,
rugs and quilts. The cost is low, the
A poor Joke isn’t mproved by repeti
service prompt, the work excellent.
tion.
124-tf

Before a gathering of distinguished
personages from all parts of the
State the Lakewood Players began
their 30th season last night. Natur
ally the event took on the nature of
a gala celebration and there was
much enthusiasm evinced in the
welcome to the members of the Com
pany who returned "home,” as they
have come to call Lakewood.
The play selected for the inaugura
tion of the Lakewood Players’ sea
son was "Elizabeth Sleeps Out.” It
proved a charming comedy and de
lighted the audience.
"Elizabeth
Sleeps Out,” is a fine example of good
work. It is direct in its story, ap
pealing in its characterizations, and
prookes constant laughter.
During the week beginning next
Monday. June 2. the Lakewood Play
ers will appear in a thrilling melo
drama “Silence.” It is a story of
regeneration through sacrifice. The
play tells of a man who has been
sentenced to death and ha.s kept
silent because he desires to protect
an unacknowledged daughter. The
play reveals the actual facts of the
case and results ,in a taut, thrilling,
consistent drama.
The season at the Lakewood
Country Club will begin with dances
on IFriday May 30 and Saturday May
31.
The Original White Cotton
Pickers Orchestra, an organization
well known in New England for its
fine playing, will provide the music.
Dances are to be held regularly
through the season on each Friday
night with special dances to be an
nounced.

is the most efficient cooking appliance
ever built. Its AutomatiCook and

its

scientifically Insulated oven make the

minimum of Gas do the maximum of

SHE SAYS:

work—with results that are unvaryingly
perfect.

"I save three precious things—time,
money, and labor—through my In
sulated Glenwood Gas Range. I regu
late my working day to best advan
tage. I am fresh and fit for evenings
of pleasure.”

Beautiful, too, is the new Glenwood,
with that lasting beauty ffiat owes even

ES, indeed—today's kitchen can be

You should be enjoying a new Insulated

as efficient as today’s office. But

Glenwood now in your home. We will

Y

more to proportion of design and sturdy

precision

of Construction than

to

its

gleaming surface loveliness.

it easy for you to own one.
only when equipment is equally as effimake


cient. Good business management will

not tolerate a battered, outworn type
writer; good domestic management will

not endure an antiquated, unsatisfactory

range.
A new Insulated Glenwood Gas Range

INSULATED

(jleiiwotxiywe
Gas Ranges

Central Maine Power Co.
Augusta,

Bath,

Gardiner, Rockland, Waterville

$20. ALLOWANCE FOR YOUR OLD COOKING EQUIPMENT

